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poizaki caught in break-in attempt
Sharon Fox and Susan Pillow
President Keiji Doizaki
an official letter of
|)}S
. . t-;
»~ i
1- •
and
for
his
attempt to break in
m
^ h a window leading to the
ASUOP

Chambers' office.

received

He also wondered why Doizaki
did not have the aquarium in his
possession while he was attempting to
cut the glass;

^trar's office in Knoles Hall.
'^Tirg letter, which was issued by
0f Students William Barr and
president for St; 'ent Life
VlC.e chambers, has been placed in
th
^ki's academic file.
"1 got drunk. My friends dared
10 do it," said Doizaki in exT'ning why he was found standing
air conditioner attempting to
onatl
window pane during winter
cut a
vacation-

poizaki said he wanted to enter
building
in order to place an
(he
nuarium in Chamber's office, which
located at the north end of the
building- He said the aquarium was a
Christmas present for Chambers.
However, the UOP security of[icer who caught Doizaki expressed
skepticism

over Doizaki's account of

the incident.

The officer wondered, for in
stance, why Doizaki was attempting
to break in a window at the southwest
corner of Knoles Hall, which is at the
opposite end of the building from

Editor:
Should students be
proached by Doizaki is clear.
exempted from normal procedures of
Lighting near the hall makes a book
law?
case visible through the window.
Doizaki: Yes, but it depends on
In an interview with Doizaki
the circumstances.
Wednesday, he gave the Paeifiean
Doizaki said the aquarium was
Editor: In your case?
background and comment on the at
located in an ASUOP pickup truck.
Doizaki: Yes. My intentions, I
tempted break-in. The following is
He said he planned to break into the
don't think, were malicious.
an exchange of dialogue between the
building first, then bring the
Editor: Do you believe in the
Paeifiean editor-in chief and Doizaki.
aquarium in through an open door.
regular court system?
Editor: Why not wait until mor
The ASUOP President went on
Doizaki: Yes.
ning to put the aquarium in?.
to say that he wanted to enter the
Editor: We have a source who
Doizaki: ' Everyone said why
building through the men's restroom
says
you wanted to change a grade, is
didn't I think of that...but, it was on
on the south end of the hall. Once
there
any truth to that?
a dare.
Doizaki: (he shook his head to
inside, Doizaki said he planned to get
Editor: Were you aware that
to Chambers' office by using the
indicate 'no')
security could have let you in?
Editor: Have your grades gone
second floor hallway.
Doizaki: Afterwards.
down this year?
In explaining why he attempted
Editor: How much did you slice
Doizaki: Yes.
to enter the south end of the building,
the window?
Editor: How did you learn to
Doizaki sai, "My friends told me I
Doizaki: Just a little bit.
use
the
sharpened
Phillips
could break into that side without
Editor:
You had to break
being seen."
screwdriver?
through two locks once you got inside
Doizaki: It was given to me...It
Doizaki said he didn't know the
in order to get into Judy Chambers'
didn't
work very well...It wouldn't
window he was attempting to enter
office, didn't you know that?
cut.
led to the registrar's office. Instead,
Doizaki: I found out.
he said he thought he was cutting the
Editor: There are some people
restroom window.
who question the validity of your
A check of the site by Paeifiean
alibi, what do you think about that?
editors after dark revealed that, while
Doizaki: They can believe me or
the restroom window is opaque, the
not. Afterwards, I can see where it
ASUOP President Keiji Doizaki
window next to it that was ap
would be a hard story to believe.
announced his resignation Monday
before the ASUOP Senate.
As part of the procedure to make
the resignation official, the senate has
asked Doizaki to submit a formal let
ter of resignation at next Monday's
meeting.
Doizaki says he wants to resign
so he can concentrate on an ASUOP
project involving construction of
racquetball courts and on the
ASUOP elections.
He also would like to spend
more time on academics.
"The amount of time I spen t in
the office was getting to be too much.
Something had to be done," said
Doizaki. "The Presiden t has all the
pressure. There has to be something
changed in this respect."
When asked if the resignation
had anything to do with his
reprimand for attempting to break in
to Knoles Hall, he replied, "No."
Doizaki
said
under
the
. ASUOP constitution, ASUOP Vice
-President Lori Kennedy will take
over duties as President. He said the
constitution does not specify
procedure for replacement of the Vice

Doizaki resigns

ASUOP President Keiji Doizaki

Photo by Lisa Alva

Conservative trends spur
Ray/Cal modifications
"In the late 60s and early 70s .
very few students were concerned
about their careers—the world was
their oyster." —Margaret Cormack,
Dean, Raymond-Callison College.
Raymond-Callison College Dean
Margaret Cormack describes the
1960s with a hint of sadness in her
voice.
After all, that's when
Raymond and Callison Colleges,
whose futures are now uncertain,
were born.
Cormack attributes declining
enrollment in the cluster colleges to a
general conservative trend in the U.S.
"Students are firmly into phar
macy, engineering and business and
public administration, and the liberal
arts are declining," she said.
In the past three years
enrollment in Raymond and Callison
Colleges has dropped from 323 to
140. Last school year the colleges
were merged in order to curb the ef
fects of the enrollment decline.
"If it weren't for money, it
would be alright," said Cormack.
"It boils down to money, and the

University of the Pacific, understand
ably, is worried as hell."
• Cormack continued, "President
McCaffrey would have liked to see us
survive. But we're going to have to
be more integrated with the Univer
sity...We are so weak now."
"We absolutely won't be a
separate college, although we will
have some kind of cohesiveness,"
Cormack added.
The future of Raymond-Callison
is in the hands of a Cluster College
committee which has met on a weekly
basis since September.
An open
meeting will be held on the colleges
when the committee completes its
work.
But, whatever the committee^,
recommendations are, Cormack is
certain that changes to RaymondCallison are inevitable.
"It's hard to try to do something
very creative in a time of declining
enrollment and fiscal stringency,"
said Cormack. "Some students have
been given counter advice to become
cont. back pg.

President.
__

Photo by Laurie Knutsen

JEAN KENNEDY SMITH was honored a,

lu^onZ^ou^ £1Z

Promoting the National Very Special Arts Festival for the
Short Center for the physically and mentally handicapped at Stockton State Hosp

Bob Toledo

New football coach broods controversy
In the wake of the hiring of a
new head football coach to step up
lire football program at UOP, a camPus wide debate has begun over
whether athletes should be under
special admission standards.
Four days after the Academic
Council was assured that no specia
^mission of football players would
made, UOP President Stanley E.
McCaffrey gave approval Jan. 27 for
admission of a football transfer
student who did not meet admission
standards.
McCaffrey said he made an ex
ception in admitting the footba
P'ayer, and he does "not anticipate
making

further
use
of
this
authority."
The President made that
statement in a letter to Tapan

Monroe, Academic Council chair
man The letter was one of a series of
communications about the hiring of
Coach Bob Toledo and the football
program sent out by McCaffrey in the
past month and a half.
In other correspondence, the
President issued a 56-page report on
the operation and financing of the in
tercollegiate athletic program.
The report answered questions
asked by the Academic Council,
which includes some two dozen
professors, concerning such topics a
entrance requirements, the football
budget and source of financial sup
port for changes underway in th
PrOSrM?Caffrey

„f

.aid .ha extra • expen€170 639 being made by

football program officials will be_

The Greg Kihn Band: a new
The
,t |,ne.
f
trembler on the tau.
See page 4.

paid for by special contributions
already pledged to the University.
Among the additions made to
the program following the hiring of
Toledo are two extra assistant
coaches, higher staff salaries, a bigger
recruiting budget and seven new
football scholarships.
In explaining why the football
program is receiving a boost, McCaf
frey sites financial contributions,
needed higher game attendance and
public relations as factors in. the
decision to upgrade the program.
McCaffrey said, "It is believed
that the upgrading of the quality of
our football program will result in
greater attendance and increased
con't. back page

In a subsequent interview with
Barr and Chambers, at which Doizaki
was present, the UOP administrators
elaborated on the action concerning
the break-in attempt.
"Security has to decide whether
to go to the district attorney or to
bring it here. Ted Fitchum, who was
acting chief at the time, sent it here,
said Barr.
He continued, "I believe what he
said. I could be wrong, but 1 believe
what he (Doizaki) tole me.
"This may sound preposterous,
but his story is just bazaar enough to
be true," said Barr.
"It was a wacko thing to do," he
added.
When asked why the case wasn't
taken to the Joint University
Judiciary, Barr replied, "Well, Judy
and I talked about that. I said I
believed his story andIdo."
"The University did respond in
this manner, not because of Keiji's
position, but because we believed his
story," he said.
Chambers said, "We make these
decisions daily. We don't think he
was acting maliciously. He just used
bad judgment."

SWISHING DOWN THE SKI SLOPES AT Kirkwood is UOP Senior Michel
Prout. Michel, along with many other UOP students, took advantage of the
winter term schedule by heading for the snow.
Photo by Chief Holmes

Inside this weekOmega Phi Alpha was the
filming site of a new
television series. See page 3.

The People's Temple, and
other cults were given a close
look at UOP during winter
term. See back page.
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Introducing...

This column will stress wl,
can do to avoid becoming in
us have days when everyone^
is "just coming down with" 0r,
ting over..." or doing their
spread the latest "flu bug" ^
canppus. Future columns will dj?
common infections (and some /J
common) that occur on collegc®
puses

UOP campus community.
Were it not for an off-campus source, for an alumnus con
cern for the students' right to know, the issue may never have sur
faced.
The Pacifican contends that, number one, students who are
caught committing a crime of this magnitude should be subject to
the same legal procedures as any other person would be under the
federal judicial system.
It is unfair to students while they are in the process of earn
ing their degrees, and in terms of their ability to face future
responsibilities, to shelter them from facing the legal consequen

Press on China:
arch-villain now
superhero
By Cortlandt Smith,
Ray-Cal professor
The recent establishment of diplomatic relations with the
People's Republic of China and the visit of Vice-Premier Deng
Xiaoping (Teng Hsiao-ping) has reawakened considerable interest
in China among Americans. Much of that interest has been illserved by our press and media. After years of vilifying China, ar
ch-villain, many are now welcoming a "new" China super-hero,
with open arms. So it may be useful to put recent events into per
spective.
For many years the leaders of China, communists all, have
been divided as to the best way of creating a new society in that an
cient civilization. To oversimplify, Mao and his followers have
stressed a profound change in the political thinking and social
organization of the Chinese people. This resulted both in the
radical transformation of Chinese life in the "Great Leap For
ward" of 1958 when everyone was moved into communes, and in
the antibureaucratic "Cultural Revolution" of the late sixties—a
sort of Maoist children's crusade. But Mao's followers were not
always in control.
Other leaders, including the man who seems now to rule, VicePremier Deng, have followed different policies, seeking greater
contacts with the outside and giving much more emphasis to
economic development. In a country of great poverty and limited
resources, the Maoist "Reds" were often in conflict with the more
bureaucratic "Experts." Both ways of thought and both sorts of
policies have a long history in the Chinese Communist Party; it
would be folly to assume today's victory by Coca Cola drinking
"experts" to be the end of the story.
What this seems to mean is that while China's recent stress on
more contacts with the West is understandably welcomed by
various Americans—businessmen, tourists, scholars—we must not
assume that such policies will continue uninterrupted. After all,
our past predictions about China have been more often wrong than
right. Further, because China is a very poor country, her ability to
buy from us, to absorb our students and our tourists, is and will
remain quite limited for the foreseeable future.
Whatever her specific future policies, however, China will
almost certainly play a larger and larger role in the world. Qne
quarter of the human race lives there; her natural resources are
considerably greater than was once assumed; she occupies a
strategic position in Asia and on the Pacific rim; her culture is one
of the oldest and most sophisticated on earth; and her
organizational abilities and past accomplishments are aweinspiring. In a world increasingly interdependent she looms huge
in the future of us all. This is particularly true for those of us living
on the Pacific coast, for as California leads the way in contacts
with Japan, so is it probable that we will with China, too.
Like many western universities, University of the Pacific has
been a leader in recognizing this. In spite of the demise of Callison
College and the loss of Chinese language instruction, UOP con
tinues to have considerable strength in Asian studies. We have a
growing collection of library materials, a program in East Asian
area studies and in comparative cultures. UOP students are
studying in Asia while Asian students are coming in increasing
numbers to the Stockton campus. The opportunities thus provided
are important for any student, no matter what his field is, who
recognizes that the significance of China did not begin when we
established diplomatic relations, nor has it ended with Deng's
return to Peking. These have merely been signposts; signposts
pointing away from our past preoccupation with things Western
and toward an increasingly global future.

fh

By Dr. Werner, Dire
Cowell Health Cent6r

Over the winter vacation break, ASUOP President Keiji
Doizaki was caught while attempting to break into the registrar s
office in Knoles Hall.
Up until a few days ago, the incident remained a secret to the

Guest Column

%

fjcar

Doctor's
Advice

Student crimes:
justice for all?

ces of their actions.
If students are led to believe that they can commit a crime,
and be free from the ramifications of that crime while they are in
college, then now can they be expected to comprehend why the
rules are more stringent in the "real world."
And number two, students should be informed of an event
of such magnitude that involves an elected representative. If
proper legal action had been taken in this instance, then the in
formation would have been made public to the media through
Stockton Police Department records.
As the official representative of the students, the ASUOP
President has a first and foremost obligation to his constituentsall ASUOP members. That obligation includes the dispensing of
pertinent information, and also maintaining a high standard of
ethics so that the character of the student body as a whole is not
marred.
And, without full information concerning any felonious
crimes that may have been committed by top student government
officials or candidates, how can students make informed
decisions at the ASUOP election polls?
The Pacifican urges the University to review its policies in
regard to students who commit crimes of this magnitude.
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The next best thing to prev
of illness is to know what t0!
when you become ill, what ^
about it, and when to become
cerned and go to the Health cJ
All of these aspects of illnt ^
mentioned when possible. ®
\
discussions will be oversimplify
include both facts and opinion
High temperature
Fever is very often one of
symptoms of illness. Fever is a,
_ )s
mal1 response t/vinfpdtirtn
to-infection, and
p . 1 _
1. Ad t,^
rl.if.irsrA
of the body's defense mechanic
Illness with no fever may be t
more
luui
w. serious
ovi iw— than illness with fev,
Antibiotics such as penicillin do
lower elevated temperature and
not treatment for a fever. Antibit
• are properly used to treat those in;
tions for which antibiotics are
' dicated. Those are ----primarily \
terial infections.
Drawing by Edmund Gelacio

Consumer Focus

Ralph Nader group cautions about Darvon
A drug that is labeled "the most
deadly prescription drug in the
United States" by Ralph Nader's
Health Research Group may have
been taken by you if you've used the
services of UOP's Cowell Health
Center.
Propoxyphene, which is widely
promoted under the trade name Dar
von, is prescribed by medical person
nel at the student health center as a
painkiller.
The Nader group, headed by Dr.
Sidney M. Wolfe, would like to see
the drug banned, claiming it is "an

imminent hazard to the public
health."
Propoxyphene is manufactured
by several pharmaceutical companies
but promoted under the trade name
Darvon by Eli Lilly and Co.
Based on studies conducted by
Lilly and Co., the Food and Drug
Administration has ordered manu
facturers to warn physicians
prescribing the widely used painkiller
that it should not be taken with
alcohol, tranquilizers or other de
pressants.
As long ago as 1971, the

American Medical Association said
the substance "is less effective than
codeine and is not more effective than
aspirin in usual doses; its popularity
is probably due to the fact that it does
not require a narcotic prescription
rather than to its effectiveness as an
analgesic," said Wolfe.
He added, Propoxyphene is not
very effective as a pain reliever but in
excessive doses is capable of
producing "a euphoric high, which
makes it attractive as a drug of
abuse."

U.S./China relations may boost
Asian studies academic programs
President Carter's diplomatic re
cognition of the Peoples Republic of
China may be a long-awaited break
for Asian studies students and fa
culty, who until very recently found
jobs in their chosen fields very diffi
cult to get. That's the cautiously op
timistic assessment of several Asia
scholars around the ountry.
In the wake of the announce
ment that the U.S. and China will
establish full formal relations with
one another, Asian studies, say the
administrators, now promise to be a
good precursor to a job. Scholars
thus also predict increases in enroll
ment in the disciplines. All in all,
summarizes one China scholar at the
University of Michigan, "it's the first
ray of sunshine."
"My impression," confirms C.
Martin Wilbur, professor emeritus at
Columbia's East Asia Institute, "is
that (recognition) is leading to a re
vival in the number of teaching posi
tions in Chinese studies. A few years
ago, it was almost impossible to get a
job."
^
Majors in Asian studies, more
over, can also anticipate an increase
in the number of non-academic jobs
opening. Robin Martin, program of
ficer at Columbia's Institute, reports
that
most
non-academic
organizations with cultural or
economic ties with China are "swam
ped with work. Everybody — delega
tions, businessmen — needs help and
advice." Those businesses, or so the
theory goes, will shortly need to hire
people who know about China them
selves.
Many feel the result will be more
students enrolling in Asian studies.
Since Chinese studies are typically
pursued through different political
science, history, and language depart
ments, program administrators have
a hard time gauging just how popular
study of the country has become.
Martin does know that "there's been
a greater interest in course
enrollment, but political science cour
ses have been expanding anyway, so

it's hard to tell if the expansion is due
to interest in China, or just to more
interest in political science in
general."
Columbia's Chinese studies
courses has "just about doubled."
The university also has an adult com
tinuing education program aimed at
providing background to people who
plan to travel to the mainland.
Enrollment in that program, accor
ding to Martin, has increased four
fold "over the last couple of years."
Though recognition came too
late to greatly affect current enroll
ments, the demand for people with a
good knowledge of China will persist,
most scholars feel, long enough to

create a healthy job market for
scholars and students alike.
"We've had an increase in
inquiries about the program," ex
plains one Michigan China scholar,
who asked that his name be withheld
because he couldn't officially speak
for his department.
"As the
realization sinks in that all those com
panies who want to do business...in
Asia are going to need to hire people
with language and cultural and poltical skills, I'm sure we're going to get
even more interest."
That s the cautiously optimistic
assessment of several asia scholars
around the country.
College Press Service

Sharon Fox
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Laurie Knutsen
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Staff Artist
Dear Editor:

Edmund Gelacio

I write this letter with the ^
that someone would take into co
eration my plea for friendship-1
.
Jh
idinf
respondence, and understand-

Office Manager
Helen West

You see I'm presently incarcera'
San Quentin State Prison and co" ,
with theoutside world isv e r y •
MV h°pes and desires are to n
myself with society through a -ii#a

Circulation Manag,er

Policy statement

It looked as
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The Pacifican
Editor-in-chief

Normal temperature
Normal body temperature t®
from hour to hour. It is lower in.
morning and higher later in the dj
Body temperature may be elevated
exercise, meals, some medicationt
even /oom temperature. Most oft
time, temperatures up to 100 degt
farenheit or 38 degrees centigrade;
not "fevers." Rectal temperate
one degree higher than oral.
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McFall gives Congressional files to UOP
r. Direot0r

1 Cent

er

'o Stress *hat
coming jjj '
CVeryon

e

wn with"

"These papers cover national af
fairs as well as virtually every major
public issue in northern San Joaquin
Valley and the Mother Lode since the
late 1950s," said Dr. Ronald H. Limbaugh, Center archivist.

The material is currently being
indexed into files under such topicsras
flood control, legislation, loans ajtd
grants, military, politics, agencies,
cases and committees.

McFall, a Democrat, was
defeated in the November election by
Republican Norman Shumway of
Stockton, after 22 years of service in
Washington.

President Stanley E. McCaffrey
said, "The files of John J. McFall,
who contributed so much to this area
for more than 20 years, will benefit
many students and scholars in the
years ahead."

"The bulk of the papers will be
open to scholars as soon as processing
is Completed," said Limbaugh, "But
access to individual case files, or to
correspondence relating to personal
cases, is restricted."

The papers from McFall are the
largest single manuscript collection
the Holt-Atherton Center has
acquired, according to Center of
ficials.

McFall served in the House of
Representatives from 1957 to 1979,
and the files he donated consist of
more than 200 linear feet of reports,
correspondence, accounts, committee
papers, photographs and case files.

Jazz canceled

The Congressional files of John
J. McFall of Manteca have been ad
ded to the historical literature collec
tion of UOP's Holt-Atherton Pacific
Center for Western Studies.
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Omega Phi turns 'Animal House
It looked as though the Animal
House gang had moved into fratercircle in mid-January as the film
for NBC's new series, B.J. and
Bear, appeared on campus to do
some on-location filming.
The television production caused
a stir as the campus community
saw Omega Phi Alpha's conservative
ivy-covered house transformed into a
total disaster, complete with a broken
balcony, dirty linen, toilet paper, and
an old Christmas tree.
Observations ranged
from
tumors that the middle house had
been overcome with party fever, to
speculation about another John
Belushi-style motion picture.
In
sizing up the situation one Omega Phi
member commented, "It looks like
the little sisters really got us last
quite

night."
By the time the show's star, Greg
Evigan (B.J. McKay) had arrived on
the scene with his monkey, "Bear,"
Sequoia University had replaced
Pacific and Omega Phi had become
the coed residence, Beauvier Hall.
Student involvement livened up
the grandiose toga party staged for
the episode. Of the many extras in
volved, ten UOP student (nine from
Omega Phi and one from Tri-Delta)
ten UOP travelled with the crew to
complete the filming at Lake Tahoe.
The episode, which will air at
9:00 p.m. February 17 on NBC, is
centered around an attempt by
Beauvier Hall residents (known as
"Beavers") to raise money for a
children's fund. One of the residents
calls upon former Beaver B.J. McKay
for help.
B.J., an independent
trucker, comes to their aid and the
gang heads for Tahoe to the funBraising Winter Carnival.
The Beavers, in their zeal to help
'he charity, set up an illegal gam
ing casino in B.J.'s truck.
Although B.J. is initially upset about

the illegality of the activities, he even
tually gives in and lends his support.
Their fundraising attempts are
frustrated when gamblers steal the
money, but the Beavers are quick to
catch up with the culprits and recover
the funds which are then triumphan
tly presented to the children's fund.
The episode ends with Beauvier Hall
taking first place in the fundraising
competition. B.J. and the Bear then
head on their way to another adven
ture.

Special College
Student Rates
478-2450
Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency
4600 No. Pershing Avenue
2 blocks from campus

again."
Both Worch and Garton had a
lot of positive things to say about the
crew, but the most interesting remark
came from Omega Phi member Steve
Whyte who in describing the monkey,
"Sam is an amazing person." House
president Garton joined in explaining
the intelligence of the little creature as
he recalled the day that the monkey

Bank of America's College Hani:
Checking on your terms.
Our College Plan® Checking Account offers you the services you
need, when you need them.
For just $1.00 a month for the nine-month school year, you
get unlimited checkwrtting, with no minimum balance required.
There's no service charge at all for June, July or August. And
your account stays open through the summer, even with a zero
balance, saving you the trouble of having to close it at the end of
the spring, and reopen it in the fall
Ifs easy to tie in our free Money Transfer Service, too. So funds
can be automatically transferred on a regular basis to your College

won $90 playing craps.
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to discuss their work.
Any questions concerning
Calliope can be direcred to one of the
editors, to Dr. Diane Borden, or to a
member of the editorial staff: Lisa
Alva, Tom Hemingway, Sue Higa,
Chris Hodgkins, Tom Hora,
Stacey Mount, Tim O'Conrier, Alisa
Padzensky, Rebel Rickansrud, and
Dawn Sandoe.
The next general meeting for the
editorial staff will be Monday,
February 12 in the University Center
Mall at 9 p.m. If you are unable to
attend this meeting, please call the
editors and let them know.

Are Your
AUTO
, INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?

redone.
Claire Worch of Delta Delta
Delta spoke of some of the daily
frustrations. "It's very tiring because
it's 'hurry up and wait.' Still," she
added, "it was a great experience,
although I don't think I'd ever do it

e or
em-

or

"It all worked out well," he con
cluded, "I hope everything goes well
for the show."

Omega Phi president, Bill Garton, recounted a few of his interesting
experiences during the filming.
"It was a lot of fun, but also a
lot of hard work. Some days we
worked eight hours, some days 15,
but of course we had time off to make
up for that. We were treated really
well.
"You can't imagine what goes
into one of those episodes. You see
the set, it looks so simple. It's just
one little scene. But then you see
them film a one minute segment for
45 minutes. First they work out all
the little difficulties, and then they
have to shoot the scene over and over
again to get different angles, and then
you have mistakes which have to be

iking
it the

\ to

Whyte expressed some sentimen
tal feeling about wrapping up the
show. "It was pretty sad to leave,"
Garton added that "now we have all
these friends all over the place.

Calliope, U.O.P's literary jour
nal, has extended its deadline for
submissions to Friday, March 2.
The Calliope staff is in the
process of reviewing all material
submitted thus far, and would like (o
encourage all students to submit their
poetry, short stories, and one-act
plays to the Calliope boxes located in
the COP English office, the ASUOP
office, and the Irving Martin Library
lobby.
Artists and photographers are'
asked to call one of the editors, Amy
DeLong (943-0490) or Denise Finks
(943-29111. to make an annointmernt

Some 28 UOP jazz band mem
bers and the band's director were
disappointed recently when they had
to cancel a trip to Venezuela because
of the results of a national election
there.
The election, which ousted for
mer President Luis Piherua in favor
of President-elect Luis Herrera,
changed the government party from
the Social Democratic Party to the
Christian Democratic Party.
The effect of that change was a
decrease in financial resources, and
while in the process of making budget
cuts, the new President decided to
cancel the $15,000 allocated to bring
the jazz band to the country.
Tony Kissane, jazz band direc
tor, said the band was scheduled to
perform at the summer festival from
Jan. 21-28. The band's destination
was Caracas, with a subsequent trip
to San Cristobal.

Programs Council
presents

Plan Account from any other checking or savings account
in California.
And if you quality, we also offer a variety of other banking
services with your needs in mind. Like educational loans. Student
BankAmericard® VISA® And Instant Cash overdraft protection.
So check in with us. You may never have to check anywhere
else.
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1 jvinq in Stockton

The Pacifican

CAMPUS
Quilt Exhibition—Gallery Lounge
Asian Alliance Carnation Sale—U.C. Patio

Black American Art Exhibit—FOTAD Gallery 107
ASUOP Film: "The Gauntlet'*-^U. Center Theater—6:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Jr. Clarinet Recital: Allan Gilbert—Conservatory Auditorium—8:15 p.m.

Saturday, February 10

Quilt Exhibition—Gallery Lounge
School of Engineering Conference-U. Center Theater—8:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
lASUOP Film: "The Gauntlet"-U. Center Theater-6:00 & 9:00 p.m.
Black American Art Exhibit—FOTAD Gallery 107

Sunday, February 11

Quilt Exhibition—U. Center Gallery
ASUOP Film: "The Gauntlet"—U. Center Theater—3:00, 6:00 & 9:00
Black American Art Exhibit—FOTAD Gallery 107
Mass—Morris Chapel—8:00 p.m.

Monday, February 12

incoln's Birthday
Quilt Exhibition—U. Center Gallery
Asian Alliance Carnation Sale—U. Center patio
Black American Art Exhibit—FOTAD Gallery 107

Tuesday, February 13

Quilt Exhibition—U. Center Gallery
Campus Recruitment—Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Asian Alliance Carnation Sale—U. Center patio
Campus Recruitment—University of Arizona Systems & Ind. Engineering
Placement Center—9:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
Black American Art Exhibit—FOTAD Gallery 107
ASUOP Senate Meeting—U. Center Redwood Room—5:00 p.m.
Folk Dancing—Elbert Covell Centro—7:00 p.m.
UCPC Tuesday Night Film Series: "Marine"—U. Center Theater—7:30 &
10:00 p.m.
Cappella Choir—Conservatory Choir—Conservatory Auditorium—8:15
p.m.

Wednesday, February 14

Valentine's Day
Late Regir'ration with $10 fee—No registration after today
Last Day to Add Classes
Asian Alliance Carnation Sale—U. Center patio
Quilt Exhibition—U. Center Gallery
Tandy Beal Dance Co. Master Class—Dance Studio—12:00 noon
All Campus Valentine's Dinner—All Dining Halls—4:30-6:30 p.m.
Black American Art Exhibit—FOTAD Gallery 107
Tandy Beal Dance Co.—Conseratory Aud.—8:00 p.m.

Thursday, February 15

Quilt Exhibition—Gallery
Campus Recruitment—Hughes Aircraft—Placement Center—9:00 a.m.-5:00
p.m.
Black American Art Exhibit—FOTAD Gallery 107
ASUOP Forum—"An Evening with Betty Freidan"—Conservatory Aud.
8:00 p.m. followed by a reception at 9:00 p.m.
UCPC Thursday Night Film SeriesS—"The Assassination" and "What's Up
Tiger Lily"—U. Center Theater—7:30 & 10:00 p.m.

By Kevin Araki

Recently many jazz albums have
had less of an emphasis on esoteric
taste and more emphasis on a popular
appeal. One such album of this
nature is Bob James' "Touchdown."
The album has some of the most
talented artists in the jazz world.
Names like Ron Carter on
acoustic bass, Eric Gale on electric
guitar, idris Muhammad and Steve
Gadd on drums, Dave Sanborn on
alto sax, Hubert Laws on flute, and
of course Bob James on keyboard,
just to name an elite few. These ar
tists are provided to make this album
potentially the finest of its type ever
recorded.
One might recognize the first
cut, "Angela" as the theme from the
ABC television show "Taxi." This is
truly a relaxing, harmless piece,
mellowed by the soothing sound of
James on the electric Yamaha grand
piano. If one expects the same for
!L remainder of the album, one should
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By Chuck Hines

„t

In the beginning there were the
Jefferson Airplane and the Grateful
Dead. Then came Carlos Santana,
The Steve Miller Band, Creedence
Clearwater Revival, Boz Scaggs and
Tower of Power. Following the trend
of rising from Bay Area popularity to
national stardom, an extremely high
percentage of artists have used Nor
thern California as a means of getting
to the top of the competitive recor
ding industry.
Most recently, The Doobie
Brothers, Pablo Cruise, Journey,
Eddie Money and Sammy Hagar have
gained national prominence by
thrilling Bay Area Crowds first and
foremost. Following the pattern of
playing
the
numerous
clubs
throughout the south and north bay,
each of the artists has been able to
build up strong, local fan support
before embarking on tours to skepti
cal audiences throughout the mid
west and east coast. Fortunately,
those of us on the west coast are lucky
enough to enjoy the talent and energy
of these hungry bands before they
become lackadaisical, egotistical
giants.
If one is likely to frequent such
establishments as The Boarding
House, The Old Waldorf, or the
Great American Music Hall in San
Francisco, the Keystone in Berkeley,
The Country Store in Sunnyvale, The
Catalyst in Santa Cruz, or even the
Brickworks in Stockton, they usually
will be treated to a show with a lot
more fire than the one at the Cow
Palace or Oakland Coliseum.
A case in point is The Greg Kihn
Band. Although a bay area favorite,
(they were just voted as the Best Club
Band for 1978 in the Bay Area by
BAM magazine) and despite extensive
European touring, Kihn has not yet
caught on with the rest of the coun-
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THe Grtg Kihn Band in concert
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has been a '
She has Dance The*
the hard driving
neglected^o play "Everybody^ ylikolai
C
the faculty at
Although this moI"e
fortun- which is obviously the best son8;
Calif
on
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considerable radio
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this particular song is not
ThiTsong does not really a i„
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rapher of t
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'' "Nevertheless! finishing theever- powerful set HtanMN*
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ves. INev^r"'pl"a' '""J easy to Keystone, so obviously a dichotJ Dance Co

"Secret

try. However, without a doubt, Greg
Kihn will be the next superstar from

U"TS

the Bay Area.
I recently caught their show at
the Keystone Berkeley and the general
message of the band came across in
Kihn's first words "let's rock this
place!" Opening with Buddy Holly's
"Love's Made a Fool of You," Kihn
held the entire audience on their feet
as he progressed through material
from his three albums.
Of course, teh emphasis and
crowd appeal was placed on material
from his latest album, Next of Kihn,
as "Remember," "Cold Hard Cash"
and "Chinatown" came across with
much more intensity and power than
they do on the album. As a result, the
Berkeley crowd loved it. After inter
mission, the group performed a tight,
dynamic version of Bruce Spring
steen's "For You" and built the set to

bid exists for the Greg Kihn Band. % concert of her
York Citytu,o the hyped crowd.'
.
«''<*>
£
Thp members of the band in- around like
tartnquake fe,
elude Greg Kihn (lead vocals, 12- lack finesse but what band rtt
string gukar) and Larry Lynch makes it big that doesn t know k
ai
Count Basie
(drums) and although four members to rock?
In
my
estimation,
may seem small, the sound is hard,
In
my
estimation, 4 will appear in cone
fbUow"" Museum," the band

Count

driving and powerful. In fact, the
I have of the band is
one criticism
their live show. They could slow
down the pace and be a little more
delicate with their music. I feel the
real talent Kihn posesses is his songrwriting of catchy melodies which are
best expressed in some of the slower

Beserkley Records realize they havt

February 10 •" th

personality potentially as big asEc;
Money or Tom Petty, and pressafc
more advertising dollars into Kit
and Kihn himself decides to cot
promise some of his delicate, %
talents to the audience, once
Northern Califomians will be li
"one of their own."

A t h e r ton

Note: See Greg K'hn with TheTuk
at Sacramento Memorial Auditorit
on Sunday, February 18 at 8:Q0p.n

The Plant Dock

By Joe Annotti
alone among his contempories, un
When was the last time you were
so affected by a performer that after willing to fold in the face of rejection
positive there must be a light at the
a four-hour show you still cried for
end of the tunnel.
more? When was the last time you
While Jackson Browne has
walked away from a concert in com
resigned himself to an endless search
plete awe of a mucician and writer?
When was the last time you saw Bruce that leads him only in circles and
Elvis Costello has adopted a
Springsteen?
For all intents and purposes phyrranistic "everything means less
Bruce Springsteen and the E Street than zero" attitude, Springsteen still
Band are the best rock musicians believes.
I believe in the love that you gave
anywhere. The six-piece band runs
me
like a perfectly tuned '57 Chevy with
I believe in the faith that can save
Springsteen, the Boss, behind the
wheel gunning til the verge of break me
1 believe and 1 hope and I pray
down. Years in New Jersey clubs and
on the road attribute to the bands that someday it may raise me above
Above
these
Badlands
closely knit gear system.
And after wearing out four
Springsteen himself is both a
seeker and believer. The sledgeham albums and watching him perform,
mer power of the band and the heart so do i.
Springsteen, like all of us, has
felt honesty of his lyrics infect the
audience with this spirit of the lost a t love and life before, but yet he
quest—the search for something real. is not a loser. Through stripped
Springsteen's undying faith is rare in down Cadillacs -and a heavy down
these days of uncertainty. He stands beat he bounces back stronger and

playj!]ikolais.

A'ts Bat, and f

Bruce Springsteen: new king of rock

be prepared fpr a pleasant surprise.
Following "Angela" is the title cut,
"Touchdown," introduced with a
blaring brass section. These trumpets
and trombones give it all the ex
citement of Super Bowl XIII.
"I Want to Thank You" is the
only piece on the album that I would
have any objection to. It is remi
niscent of much of James' former
By Scott Cherney
album as it has a "musaky" quality
The 1978 film year was com
to it. Also, it somewhat forces a jazz
posed of few surprises and several
element in it, which is disjunctive to
the album as a whole. Nothing else disappointments, with the masses
on the album seems quite as contrived flocking to a series of light and frothy
entertainments that, for the most
as the opening of this piece.
part, lacked any sustenance what
The final two cuts "Sun Runner and "Caribbean Nights" run soever.
What follows is a compilation of
from upbeat to mundane, respec
tively. But this remark does not in my considerations for the best and
tend to state anything derogatory^ worst of the films I viewed last year.
about either. Rather, because of the Take in consideration that it is very
incomplete, since Stockton isn't a
consistency throughout these pieces it
works, not just as a unit of that song,
very ideal location for acquiring
but as a bonding theme of fine soun classy art films, which we "snobs"
ding music to make for the total
want to see.
album.
SI will conclude this review with
THE BEST
an evaluation system that students are
1.
"Blue Collar"—Paul
all too familiar with. I will use the Schrader's gripping, brutal piece set
letter grade with two areas of interest. the standards for excellance early in
First,' the product, including listening
the year.
enjoyment, production, engineering,
2. Heaven Can Wait"—Like a
and arrangement. Secondly, effort,
breath of fresh air, this remake of
"Here Comes Mr. Jordan" had
For product I give "Touch
down" an A-, for reasons 1 have several key ingredients for success, in
previously stated.
It flows cluding wit, warmth, and a sense of
melodically in a style that would humanity.
3.
"Interiors"—What could
please just about anyone. However,
have been a FIASCO IS INSTEAD A
con't. pg. 6
CAUSE FOR REJOICING. Woody

cod
°^°be »l

SiJnt

harder. At first I wondered how long
it would last, how long could the man
hold out until he breaks, i don't
wonder about that anymore. Spring
steen will last as long as there are
four-speed sticks and a backstreet to
race on, as long as there are hot sum
mer nights and electric guitars, as
long as there are bare-foot girls and
broken hearts.
Springsteen is a hero in a
heroless age.
Not a hero of
superhuman strength, but rather one
of human strength. His songs cut so
close to the heart that they adOpt an
everyman quality—one begins to
identify with Springsteen. His com
bination of steelmill music wth honest
street-wise lyrics and a genuine love
for performing four hours of relen
tless rock n' roll every night leave him
unparalleled with anyone in the
business. Rock and roll may have
lost its king, but in Bruce Springsteen
it has found a worthy heir to the
throne.

Films: the best & worst of 1978
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The Greg Kihn Band: a bay area favorite
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Allen's first straight drama is a
probing and touching study of
creativity.
4. "Invasion of the Body Snat
ches'—Here's another remake that
works, thanks to care, thought, and
skill on the part of both the filmakers
and cast. This can stand alongside of
"The Conversation" as a perfect San
Francisco film.
5. "Superman"—A masterful
capturing of the ultimate legend.
"Midnight Express"—Thank
fully, this picture rises above its racist
tones by applauding the triumph of
the human spirit. Brad Davis as Billy
Hayes is powerful, with fine support
from John Hurt.
7. "Holloween"—A low budget
shocker from newcomer John Car
penter runs circles around lame ducks
like "Magic" because it delivers the
goods.
8.
"Lord
of
the
Rings"—Though too much to engulf
all at once, Ralph Bakshi's lavish,
sprawling epic adaptation of
Tolkien's work crackles with life and
magic.
9. "The Last Waltz"—The best

rock movie of this half of the decade.
10.
"Straight Time"—Dustin
Hoffman gives what may be his best
performance in this on-target charac
ter study of a criminal.
THE
ALSO
,
,
RANS
OF
78 "Coming Home," "Animal
House," "Coma,'
'A Wedding,'
and "The Duellists.

THE WORST
L "Moment By Moment"—A
real snoozer.

2. "Rabbit Test"—This proves
how unfunny Joan Rivers really is.
3. Sp* n ~
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts
a"AU~~'
Club Band"Absolute
dreck.
'
4. The Boys From Brazil"
wast of good talent.
"Goin

Nicholson's big mistak °UtH '
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Is Doctor Dale O'Neal
As the temperatures begin
warm and the days get longer,:'
time to turn our thoughts towzf
spring. The next two or three we
is a good time to get your plantsrefc
for the first burst of growth ij
spring and the end of the dormf
season will bring. Yes, even 1®;
plants have a dormant season becasj
dormancy is conyrolled by motet*,
just low temperatures; day lengthf

Auditoriui
Basie and his I
w
med around the
ded countless albun
in movies and mi
pearances. Basie w
tiy in a tribute to hii
At age 74 he is a li

jazz world.
The concert is
St. Mary's High Sc
Reserved seating is
are available at
School, the Delta
Music and John Fal

Dirk He

Dirk Hamilti
Stockton, will app
Friday, February I
Also appearing wi
Flamme Group. T
at ASUOP Recor
mission is $2.50 a
are $1.00. Concert

also an important control.
Now, before dormancy ends,
the perfect time for any pruning*
think is necessary. Often housed
tend to get leggy, that is they s4
long b are stems with a few
clustered near the top. Now isj
time to cut them back to a desift
length and at the same time shapdj
plant.
Pruning stimulates in
growth
and
the formation ofi
—
_
branches will tend to makeyourP
ts fuller and healthier looking
Also, if you would like, ta'
cuttings which result from Prl
and put them into a pot
sand. For many house plants
five weeks will see new roots f°'
near the cut surface and w'thv£ly
tie effort you'll have several 1
plants.
Tl
This is also an excellent« |
transplant any of your houscp J
Any healthy plant that has been
same pot for over 18 m
list
Pr°bably due to be repottedidrf
good prepared potting soil am
into a pot only one inch lar®er
the pot currently used.
Remember, repotting
traumatic experience for y°u'
so a little care for a week or h
For
terwards is in order.
imifP
succulent plants water j,
after repotting and make sure
doesn't dry out for several d^
the roots reestablish their gr°*' ^
For succulent plants don ^
for five to seven days and the l(
normally. With succulent p'a
much water after transpla®
cause them to rot at the soil so
Finally for plants that
.
going to be repotted, J"111 ^
submerge the pot in a buck®1 y

6. "The Wiz" if
S"re was »
good preview?7.
,
l^inematographer
John Alonzo's directorial debut
Don t give up your day job, John
8. "The
Big Sleep"—Exactly
that.
warm water for several mil11 ,4
9.
tive"—Even NpU Q C h e a p
°etec- t h e r°otball is soaked and n<.(
n can fall on i after the soil drys out, «aie
his face.
(
' water soluble 10-10-10 or s"11
tilizer.
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Letters

iCCUT TC%VN
pdern Dancer
ocer/chorcographer

ciUScfMne,lhibiti0"sal«heSanFran-

Tandy

professional modern dancer
A3 her own company based in
•6° CrUZ) will be at the University
if1'8 pacific on Wednesday,
(f
ry 14, 1979, for a day
long
The residency, sponsored

UOP
UNIVERSITY OF THE PRIVILEGED
Stockton, California 95211

Crock^r ArtGall M°dern Art andthe
Art Gallery in Sacramento.

yoo jhodW.
TV»i> 6<-Vv0ol v There are

A Dating Game

povcTkei All

if pacific Dance and Electric
" any-

of
Recreation,
he California Arts Council will
a master class for the dance
r.. and an evening of solos and
^ by Ms- 8631 w'th comPany
Ron Taylor.
Tickets for the concert, to be
t g p.m. in the Conservatory
ditohum on the UOP campus, are
Tabic by calling the ticket office at
'Athletic Department at 946-2474.
prices are: $3.50 for adults
00 for children under 12.
Tandy Beal trained at the Herary
playhouse in New York with
Nikolais, Murray Louis,
the
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Count Basie
Count Basie and his Orchestra

when
have a
s Eddie
s a few
Kihn,
) come, true
: again
: losing

till appear in concert on Saturday,

Tubes

torium
p.m.

For

February 10 in the Delta College
Atherton Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
Basie and his band have perforndaround the world, have recordedcountless albums, have appeared
movies and many televised apjearances. Basie was honored recenilv in a tribute to him on 60 Minutes,
li age 74 he is a living legend in the
jazz world.
The concert is presented by the
it. Mary's High School Ram Band.
Itserved seating is $7.50 and tickets
m available at St. Mary's High
School, the Delta Box Office, Bill's
Music and John Fall's Men's Shop.
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The way I see fit

9 ounces light rum
1 can frozen concentrated lemonade
(can be pink)
1 can coconut snow powder or liquid
coconut
1 bag of ice
This tropical drink has been
handed down in the great UOP
tradition from year to year.'The first
thing you'll need is a blender that can
crush ice. Add the rum, then the
lemonade (in its concentrated form)
and sprinkle the coconut to taste. Put
the ice in the blender a little at a time
and slowly beat the drink mixture un
til it is at the slushy stage. It's ready
to consume. Have fun!

Black art exhibit
Selected works by Black
American artists will be on view, star'ing next week, at University of the
Pacific in a new gallery on the camfus.

Peter and Kathy Vadasz came to
Stockton with a dream to create a
restaurant/bar combination that
would appeal almost exclusively to
UOP students.
They had been told by several
members of the UOP administration
that what they had in mind was exac
tly what the students needed, as vir
tually all the other bars in town
catered solely to the over 21 crowd.
The Vadasz's started The Tight
Fit in October 1978 and it is a success,
in the sense of the word that it attrac
ts a large number of people.
However, none of these people seem
to come from UOP. According to

The exhibition will feature ap'r°ximately 35 works and include oil
Paintings, drawings and prints by
a'ker and Leon Ross of Stockton,
''d Donald Coley, Joseph LLorens,
paries White, Elizabeth Catlett,
liam Pajaud and Arthur Perkins.

"Poor Me."

You may be ready to discover the

almost unknown McGarrigles two
sisters who, like John Kenneth
Galbraith or the eccentrte genius
So McDonald once ol: Raynmnd
rnllege are of Scottish and French
Canadian ancestry. A major bre^k-

, An art exhibition featuring
Jrk work is scheduled for January
to February 16 in the University
enter Gallery at University of the
acific.
Nina Heron, a Canadian artist
,0w Bving in San Francisco, will be
,®w'ng her fabric creations. The
" 'bition will be open to the pub tc
"weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Wee
"
kends from 1 to 5 p.m.
, The guest artist has a Master °t
,llle Arts degree in ceramics from n
'Sna University.
She has been
"'king in the area of fabrics for t e
tiJ tw° yca^t and she has par
>ted in juried and invitational
thr°ughout the United States
Canada. Her work has been in

those walls.
Every Friday and Saturday nighta live band is featured at The Tight
Fit.. The crowd is at a capacity on
these two nights. Tables are almost
non-existent and dancing can be dif
ficult. As the name suggests, it is indded a "tight fit."
The menu is small and consists
mainly of specialty sandwiches. One
main dish is featurred each day of the
week.
According to Vadasz, the
favorite menu item is the "fudpucker
sandwich" which consists of a quar
ter pound hamburger served with
french fries.
The prices are

of your problem, ignorance.
But D.S., there are a few things
you can do in order to appear up on
the news. Number one. PRETEND.
That's right, pretend you know
everything. It's a great way to show
your friends that you can keep up
with Eskimo Lifestyles 101, not to
mention the latest news. If a friend
asks, "Did you read in the S.F.
Comical about the problems Iran is
having?", well just answer with a
simple "yes."
Another method
which is,very practical, as well as fun,
is to make up your own headlines.
Keep your friends up to date with hot
items like: "Studying Kafka causes
cataracts because when UCLA scien
tists made rats read Kafka 10 hours a
day, they developed cataracts,"
"Tawine has changed its name to
chin," or "Oscar Wilde is wanted by
the postal service for mail fraud."
But the best method is to realize that
you truly are a moron and about all
you know, and only with the aid of a
calculator, is the square root of four.
???

Well, D.S., that's a big problem
on the college campuses these days.
Sure lots of students know who Dante
is, but when it comes to knowing
what Herb Caen said today, well,
your average student just doesn t
know and I think this lack of
knowledge really tells society about
our youth today.
Well, anyway, this problem,
ignorance, ranks number three in the
top ten college problems. Suicide for
the senior and "The class I need for
my major is closed and it's offered
only every other year" syndrome are
just two problems that rank in front

ry"--"- sragreement.

The McGarrigles make

ROyal Theatres

1&25 Pacific Avenue

Phone 466-4941
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"THE LATE GREAT
PLANET EARTH"
Sean Connery, Donald Sutherland

becomeTcollege campus
DEALER
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components
at lowest Prices

For details, contact^ FAD Components
?T'
major brands.

on our
gen(J now

and find

monthly •poc'8" s nt ,7 98 H»« 'P'«
out how to hv^ nco House
,3 69 SterooC -'j^nstuwrt. P.- 16902
1029
814-836-1811
Phono Quotas 8

LUNCH
Salad Bar, Soups
Cheese & Fruit
and the

Fudpucker

TUESDAY-FRIDAY 11:30 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY 5:00 P.M. TO 2:00 A.M.
CLOSED SUNDAY AND MONDAY

464-8322

The Tight Fit

High Profits
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED

PRICES

for a good time, and a great

UP IN SMOKE

hologist coVexplain in an hour
psychologist c
ron't.pg-7
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Get off Campus

Stockton,

GROT 1HNH klipt
h

...Just What You
Always Wanted

120 NORTH HUNTER
STOCKTON, OA 95202
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PART

reasonable, the portions are large and
the food is good.
The one disadvantage of The
Tight Fit, and in my opinion the main
reason few UOP students frequent
the restaurant is the location. 120 N.
Hunter Street is situated in the heart
of downtown Stockton, and the out
side appearance is fairly unattractive.
This disadvantage aside though,
The Tight Fit is a great place to gather
with friends and "eat, drink and be
merry," which just happens to be the
Vadasz's motto. 1 can see that it
"fit's " the place well.

Drinks

refn"= f^.

%

Fabric exhibit

by Sue Keenom

Vadasz, "everybody but UOP
students come to the The Tight Fit."
One of the main reasons for its
success is the cozy and casual at
mosphere that prevails at The Tight
Fit. The entire staff is warm and
friendly, in fact Kathy Vadasz can
boast to the fact that she knows prac
tically every patron on a first name
basis, and those she doesn't she
makes a point to find out.
A very interesting feature of The
Tight Fit is the "Tiger's Den" which
boasts a huge mural of UOP
paraphernalia taken from ole year
books and newspapers. One can find
the university's entire history glued to

Dear Doctor Anthony:
I consider myself a smart in
dividual and do well in all of my
classes, but when it comes to what's
going on in the world, well I must
consider myself a moron because I
never get a chance to read the paper.
I want to be an all-around educated
individual and not just an academic
bookworm.
What would you
suggest? D.S.

by Dr. Don Grubbs
Is it possible that you've
outgrown Barry Manilow, the
BeeGees and Olivia Newton-John?
Can it be you're tired of hype and
flackery?
Fine, simply cuddle up at night
with a good record critic like those
who write for Stereo Review. Sup
pose what you like is mellow and
melodic, with lyrics you not only can
follow but even understand and
maybe think about. The songs are
strongly pop, rock, soul and/or coun
try influenced, but hardly even close
to the predictable mainstream. Each
song is totally distinctive, unlike
Gordon Lightfoot's five latest ver
sions of "Tragedy on the Road,
John Denver's ten latest renderings of
"Rocky Mountain Cornflakes, or
Janis lan's fifty performances of

talker.

Yoor*Qoe-y
r\\

Dear Doctor Anthony

The McGarrigles
& other wonders

"Images, Struggle & Dignity" is
title of the exhibit, which is sched,le<l for February 5-22. Location of
show will be a former ceramics
audio that has been remodeled to
as a gallery and lecture room in
* Art Department. Contributions
',0m the Friends of the Art Departfinanced the project, said Art
Apartment Chairperson Larry

/4b0W^*ce AT.

haue

ON TktReboowi.

PhySci$T.

The Tight Fit—120 N. Hunter Street

Drink of the week

Dirk Hamilton, a native of
Stockton, will appear in concert on
Way, February 16 at Long Theatre.
Mso appearing will be the David La
flamme Group. Tickets are available
'I ASUOP Records. General ad•iision is $2.50 and student tickets
Jre$l.00. Concert time is 8:00 p.m.

I

There .

Bob HArrrfbeobTciv

T/txe

r—

—j

Dirk Hamilton

^

CD

Lamhut.

has been a member of the
ijolais Dance Tbeatre and has been
' tt,e faculty at Cabrillo College,
d iversity of California at Santa
Cruz,and the University of Utah. She
,l,e principal dancer and
^rapher of the Tandy Beal
knee Co. and recently presented a
ojtert of her own pieces in New

The time Req/ easy

fq/K roc.Voc.Ks
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postcard
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Pro8rams
RatfTi^n
Council
t
n !er Entertainment Commit
tee will be sponsoring "The Dating
Game to be held in the Rathskeller
a"™ 3 entine s Day« February 14, at
9:00 p.m. The format is similar to the
actual TV show. If you would like to
be a contestant, leave your name at
the information booth and you will
be contacted. The lucky winners will
be treated to a dinner in Stockton.

To

65 Passic Ave. P.O. Box 689
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006
pene Qrlowsky (201) 227-6800

E^

^

Check it out

££•

P^cher, bottle,
glass or food
with this coupon

DU(P Oil

on

Tonight,

letit be

Lowenbrau.
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Fashion clothing on a budget

in effort, I give it a C-. The albnm
lacks innovation, or style
uniquely its own.
I opened this review boldly
stating that this album could poten
tially be the finest of its type ever
recorded, yet it falls short of that
goal, never pushing any of the artists

With the price of clothing
steadily rising at a seemingly endless
rate, it is indeed a bleak future for
those of you who may wish to dress in
all the up-to-date fashions, but find
yourselves on a verv limited budget.
There is hope though, under the
name of "factory outlets." There are
'several located in the Sar. Francisco
Bay
Area and can save you
'anywhere from 30% to 75% on top
name brand labels such as Fritzi,
Koret, Hang-Ten, You Babes and
Gunnesax.
Of course there are some
drawbacks. Many of these outlets are
located in the old warehouse district
of San Franciso, and the exterior ap
pearance may not be appealing at fir
st glance, but remember that old
cliche, "don't judge a book by it's
cover." Individual dressing rooms
are almost non-existent, usually only
one large community room is
provided and it is almost always
crowded. Take along plenty of cash,
as checks and credit cards are not ac
cepted. These few inconviences are
quickly overcome though, once you
discover the huge selection of
clothing at such low discount prices.
One of my favorite factory
outlets is FRITZl'S, located on
Fremont Street in San Franciso. Here
you can find a vast array of Fritzi and
You Babe blouses and skirts, some
dresses, pants, vests and jackets. It is
open six days a week
Monday
through Saturday.

true talents.
If you are looking for something
new from the jazz world, do not
waste your time looking at "Touch
down."
However, if you enjoy
relaxing clean music, without cerebral
toil, join the popular ranks and pur
chase one of the hottest selling
albums, located in the jazz section.

XW9 fashions
MCO Outlet, located on Florida
Street, features a huge selection of
Koret clothing. It is also open six
days a week.
If you are looking for the best in
up-to-date fashions, LILLIAnn's
found on Harrison Street, features
very expensive and daytime clothing
at tremendous savings. Lilli.Ann's is
open on Saturday mornings only
from 9:00 to 12:00.
The Shirtworks, 926 Mission
Street, specializes in Hang Ten brand
blouses, tops and tee-shirts. It is

open six days a week.
These are only a few of the many
factory outlets located in San Fran
cisco. For a more comprehensive
listing of these bargain shops, buy a
copy of "Bargain Hunting In The
Bay Area" by Sally Socolich and
Kathy Filaseta. This paperback book
can be found at Capwell's.
Shopping at these factory outlets
can be a fun experience and the
tremendous savings you find are cer
tainly good on the average students
pocketbook. Try them, you'll be glad
you did.
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On The Spot Interviews
If you were able to change one
thing about this university what
would it-be?
By Sue Keenom & Laurie Knutsen

Robin Riley (Senior, COP): I would
like to see more publicity for the
university throughout the general
public.

beauty-

Advanced Campus Electronics

First Annual Tax-Time
Electronic Printer SPECTACULAR!!
10-25%

Tima Mao (1st year Pharmacy):
would knock down the tuition.

Akbar
Shakernia
(Senior,
Engineering): I would change the
library facilities, more places to
study, more conversation rooms,
things like that, so that the people can
communicate in group study.

HI

APP°wUnmi

By Si

Well...Winter
it's time to gel I
classes. I'm not
thused about that
life...and college.

And a
pranks. Si
n a few oi
tne, but
trank that

.oren Kelly (Senior, COP): The first
thing I would look for would be to try
to change the students, professors
tmd the administration such that an
atmosphere would exist that was con
ducive to much further cultural and
intellectual growth than exists right
now.

Ann Pfanner (Sophomore, Un
declared): There is nothing to do on
campus, I would add more
recreational facilities for the students.

Paula Lubniewski (Freshman, COP):
If I was in the position to change
anything about this university it
would be the price of tuition.

Cathy Thrasher (Sophomore, Con
servatory): I think that I would
change the way they do registration
because it seems like it's a really big
hassle when we have to go and sign
into all the classes first and then when
we come back we have to go through
the big thing of registration again. I
think there should be an easier way.

Richard Couch (Graduate student,
COP): 7 would open up the books to
let the students see where the tuition
dollars are going, and give them more
of an opportunity for input into what
they want their dollars to go rather
than having it done by the regents
who don't attend classes and just
receive money.
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Rick Brouwer co-chairs
effort to recall Perino

an h '

io»» ^4

A local effort to recall State
Assemblyman Carmen Perino is
being led by senior Rick Brouwer and
several other UOP students.

&
v'tii

1r

V'i

The recall may go down as the
first such occurrence in California
state history.
According to Brouwer, cochairman of the "Citizens to Recall
Perino," the committee is asking for
a recall election, charging Perino and
his campaign staff with election
fraud. The charge of election fraud is
based on a postcard sent out by

Perino pleaded "no contest" to
the misdemeanor charge of omitting
the disclaimer resulting in a fine of
$400. The more serious charge of
election fraud was dropped due to in
sufficient evidence of intentional
fraud on the part of Perino's staff.

Perino's staff approximately four
days prior to the election which failed
to include on the postcard the name
and address of its originators.
Also omitted from the postcard
was a statement identifying it as a
paid political advertisement as op
posed to official information sent out
by the County Clerk's office.
THESE I REES, which are in a winter dormant state, hang freely over
parts of the UOF campus, providing beauty equal to blossoming trees in the
Pacifican Photography Editor Laurie Knutsen captured some of this

"We believe," stated Brouwer,
"that there was a deliberate attempt
on the part of Perino's campaign
staff to deceive and confuse the
voters. That is the reason we are
petitioning for a recall election."
Brouwer stated further that the
more serious charge of intentional
fraud was dropped due to plea

beauty

"N

f

Out of my
Mind

bargaining between Perino's attorney
and the District Attorney's office.

McGarrigles, con't.

is held, Perino will be recalled.

Although the more serious
charge against Perino was dropped, Brouwer stated that the community is
very supportive of the recall effort.

In order to have the recall elec
tion, they need to collect 14,444
signatures, which represents 20 per
cent of the ballots cast in the Novem
ber 7 election. Of this number,
Brouwer stated they now have ap
proximately 5000, and hope to have
the rest by early March. They of
ficially have 160 days or until May to
obtain the signatures.

Both refuted the claim that the
recall election is a ploy by Doug Car
ter supporters (Perino's opponent in
the November 7 election) to get him
back into office. They stated that
they are just interested in recalling
Perino to insure fair elections.

MEN-WOMEN

How to build an $8100
education fund
in just three years:

"We are getting a seven percent
return on the recall petitions we
mailed out," said Brouwer "this is
excellent, considering normal respon
se to a mailer is two to three percent.

"Most people are concerned
with honesty in elections," said
Brinkmann, "and see a recall election
as a chance to clean up election prac
tices."

1

It's easier than you think under the Veterans'
Educational Assistance Program.
If you join the Army and save between $50 '
and $75 a month from your pay. your contribution
will be matched $2 for $1.
In three years, that could add up to as much
as $8100 available for college or vocational-technical
school after you leave the Army
Even if you change your mind about your future
education, you get back every dollar you put in.
There's no better way to build a nest egg for
your future —while serving your country.

Kay Brinkmann, Chairman of
the San Joaquin County Young
Republican's Club, and a student at
UOP, stated she was participating in
the recall effort as a concerned citizen
intrested in seeing fair elections.

Call Army Opportunities
S.S.G. John Fishburn

Both Brinkmann and Brouwer
stated that they are optimistic they
will obtain the required amount of
signatures, and that if a recall election

951-3541
Join the people who've joined the Army.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

February 14 is
"I LOVE YOU" day!
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On
other
campuses,
assassination games seem to be the
recent rage. Students arm themselves
with either water pistols or rubber
dart guns and stalk one another.

And along with college, there are
pranks. Sure, we've all participated
n a few or at least been a victim of
Jne, but I've recently heard of a
'rank that has to take the cake.

I mean, greasing someone's
doorknob, filling someone's room
with newspaper, leaning glasses ot
water against someone's door, slip
ping in someone's room and stitching
UP
the flies of a guy's shorts, pentying someone in their room, tacking
•ceny-bopper posters on girl's doors,
stealing" the showerheads from the
bathroom, greasing toilet seats,
removing the mouth-piece from the
bn'l phone, putting live fish in the
'°ilet and letting them swim around,
•he placing of two vaccuum cleaners
a8ainst someone's door and turning it
°n at 2 a.m., squirting honey under
someone's door in order to attract ants,
and other such things are certainly
rttde, and perhaps a bit old, but this
°ne, I thought, is better yet.

One version of this game curren
tly underway at Berkeley consists of a
group of four students who put two
dollars in a pot at the beginning of the
week, and the assassin with the most
"hits" by Saturday at midnight
receives all the loot.
However, there are a few basic
rules. Residence halls, dining halls,
and bathrooms are strictly taboo.
Also one must accomplish the dirty
deed'with less than three witnesses
present.
Sounds like fun.
'game"7

At any rate...the prank itself was
'ather simple. A few "friends o
(he head resident at Carter House,
SlmPly slipped about 600 ladybugs
"n-der her door while she was out.
1 say more?

#37

Maybe so, since I feel that joke
^°uld have gone over better 1
had slipped those little critters in at 3
a'"h
I'm sure she'd have awoke
raiher prematurely to quite a

Available in four Ink colors developed to meet the re
quirements of home, office, and industry: Copy Black,
Blue-Black, Red, and Brown.
Reg 39c

*********

Discovered the other day that
"The Rat" is n°w

sellmg
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Through Feb. 17,1978

20% offaii Bestsellers
From The Weekly New York Times list

All Sale Book Values to 1495werel98
Now 98c

All Kodak Film
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Creative excellence is an American tradition.
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Would also like to wish Sue H.
of Birmingham a happy b.rthday
today. "Happy Birthday.
y

Sanford's introduces Spinnaker, the new rolling ball
pen that floats across paper. Spinnaker features foun
tain pen quality with felt-tip expressiveness; ballpoint
durability for making carbons; and Sanford's famous
ink formulations for long distance writing. The combi
nation of cushion-tip, steel rolling-ball and Sanford's
quality ink make Spinnaker the most technically ad
vanced pen in the world today. The Spinnaker is more
than a pen, it's an experience—effortless freedom in
expressive writing.

Anyone

Want one, but d°n t
In fact, I would assume thai
something along that line would
Probably border on disciplinary
Probation if anyone really wanted to
||ush the issue, but I'd suppose we'd
have to ask Dean Barr about that

<3

no

By Steve Chan
Well...Winter Term is over and
it's time to get back to some real
classes. I'm not really all that en
thused about that prospect, but that's
life...and college.

about a "First Born Son." Only they
can make "Mendocino" so beautiful
that you have to get in your car and
go. Their own "Walking Song" and
Loudon Wainwright's "Swimming
Song" make two common activities
into both the setting and the
metaphor for life itself. And if you
think nothing new can possibly be /
said or sung about moving away from
a lover, listen to "Foolish You."
Their most recent album con
tains their funniest songs, but the
masterpieces
are
their
first
two—"Kate & Anna McGarrigle"
and "Dancer With Bruised Knees."

Is at Discount Prices

THE HANDLE™KODAK Instant Camera
.Lowest-priced Kodak instant camera

• Fixed focus (from 4 feet to infinity)
• Integral hand grip
• Automatic exposure control

• Two-element f/12.7 lens
• Convenient "crank" print ejection
• Neck strap

Slide Film
Print Film
B & W Film
Instant Color Film
•k Check Our Prices on Photo Finishing

• Built-in electronic flash
• Motorized print ejection

Beg
$34.95
Special

Color Burst 300
Reg. $7495
Now

$26.66

gaje Ends Feb. 15th

University Honk Store
University C enter • Stockton. ("A 95211 • i2U9> 946 2329

979

way to offset
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Congress is looking for a
higher education
the rising cost of
College Press Service

Raymond-Callison Dean Margaret Cormack.
Cont. from page one
one of our students or to take one of
our classes."
She continued, "The problem is
the way we are evaluated. It's accor
ding to the number of students in the
urogram." That might prompt a
teacher in the history department to
encourage a student to take a College
of the Pacific history course instead
of h Raymond course, says Cormack.
"This is also a very westernoriented university," she added.
Cormack pointed out that active
recruiting for the college is beginning
in Japan. "However, I don't know
just how successful the recruiting will

Claremont is wholly autonomous."
The Claremont system includes
Pomona College, a comprehensive
college with an enrollment of 1350
students; Scripts College, a fine arts
college; Claremont Men's College, a
pre-law and pre-business college;
Harvey Mudd College, a science and
engineering college with 475 students;
the Claremont University Center, a
graduate school; and Pitzer, a social
science college developed in the
1960s.
Total enrollment for the colleges

be."
The recruiting in Japan is mainly
aimed at attracting students for
Callison courses because the college
focuses on studies of Japanese,
Chinese, and Indian cultures.
Raymond-Callison has small
class sizes and its courses are graded
on a pass/no credit basis with an ac
companying written evaluation of the
student, plus back up grades.
"Our students learn to think, to
analyze, to write well, we have
smaller classes and a lot more per
sonal attention, and many of our
graduates end up going to the best
law and graduate schools," said
Cormack.
,
She continued, "Many of our
classes are harder than those in COP,
and we've always had more structure
that Johnston College at the Univ
ersity of Redlands."
Johnston College, like Raymond
ajid Callison, was started in the 1960s
a so-called experimental, alter
ative college.
t- According to Johnston College
tttpvost Gene Ouellelte, the college
has experienced declining enrollment
frfr the past three years previous to
the present school year, but
enrollment has climbed this year.
"Prior to 1975, enrollment was
about 300 to 330, but in 1975 enroll
ment dropped to 250. In 1976, en
rollment dropped again to 200 and it
hit 180 at the lowest point. This year
we have 240 students in Johnston,"
said Oullette.
Ouellette attributes the jump in
enrollment this year to a more active
recruiting program.
He said, however, that the
college still needs a few more students
and the question of integrating the
college with the rest of the university
comes up every year.
Howard Brooks, Provost of the
Claremont Colleges in Claremont,
said the six cluster colleges in the
Claremont system are not experien
cing an enrollment decline.
"However, our set' up is quite
different than Raymond-Callison,"
said Brooks.
"Each college in

Autograph
Session

is 5000.
Brooks doesn't think colleges
like Pitzer and Raymond-Callison are
dying. "Experimental colleges are
just becoming less experimental and
more traditional," he said.
The Claremont provost said
there has been no downward fluctua
tion in enrollment in the Claremont
Colleges, but he admits the com
petition for admission is not as tough
as it used to be.

With the price tags on both
public and private college degrees
more than double what they were in
the mid-sixties, there's been no shor
tage of plans to cope with the crunch.
The price of education is, for the first
time since 1945, becoming as effective
deterrent to enrolling in college. So
Congress, about to convene on Jan.
15, is expected to debate once
again—ways of makind education
easier to pay for, if not ways of
making it cheaper.
The debate will be different this
time around, for Congress enacted
President Carter's Middle Income
Student Assistance Plan last year.
Though it was defeated in favor of
the Carter plan in October, a tuition
tax credits bill will be re-introduced.
In this session, it will be challenged by
another alternative form of financial
aid, Sen. Edward Kennedy's tuition
advanced fund (TAF).
People at the sophomore level or
above could apply for as much as
$5000 a year under the TAF scheme.
The college would testify that the ap
plicant does indeed attend, and
Washington would give the school the
money, plus about $1000 for expen
ses. Then "they (the students) rather
than their families or taxpayers"
would be responsible for re-paying
the government.
The schedule for re-paying the
loans could be spread out to avoid
over-burdening those struggling to
find jobs after graduation.
As Kennedy sees it, current aid
programs reach only about one of
every five college students. TAF, he
says, would have an even broader
scope than Basic Educational Oppor
tunity Grants (BEOGs, which afford
a maximum of $1500 a year per
student). The senator adds that more
and different kinds of aid are needed
because college and bank loans are

You don't
have to shop around.
Icelandic
has the
bestbaigain
to Europe.

$295
roundtrip.

You've heard a lot about fares to Europe, but none of
them can compare with the one you've just found.
Icelandic s 14-45 day APEX fare from Chicago to
Luxembourg is just $295 roundtrip. Tickets must be booked
and paid for 30 days in advance. Fare subject to change.
No weekend surcharge.
You'll get free wine with your dinner, free cognac
afterwards and excellent friendly service all the way across
the Atlantic.
Well take you to Luxembourg, right in the heart of
Europe, where you'll be just hours away by train or car from
almost all of Europe's most famous landmarks.
—
Seats are limited, so don't
I waste any more time hunting.
You've already found the
best bargain of them all.
See your travel agent or contact the Puffin nearest you. Or write Dept.
#C-396, Icelandic Airlines, 18 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60603.
Or call 800-555-1212 for the toll-free number in your area.
Please send me more information on:
• Low Cost Fares • European Tours • Alpine Ski Tours
NAME.
ADDRESS_

ICELANDIC S>,

ICELANDAIR

25 years of low air fares to Europe.

University Book Store
L'aiverstty Center • Stockton, CA *5211 • (20*1*44-232*

Dr. Gil Schedler will
be in the boodstore today
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., to
autograph copies of his
newest book, "Waking
Before Dawn." Everyone
is invited. Refreshments
will be served.
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"Pr°Steea,morever, stands a good
chance of becoming law. Kenne y s
normal clout is even bigger in th
he's a memberr of the
case, since
,
#
Senate Education Committee, and
has already gained support from
some of his committee colleagues.
Senators John Durkin (D-N.H.) and
Geo^ McGovern (D-S.D.) also sup
port the plan.
Kennedy's bill sets aside $4 5
million a year for the fund, on the
condition it stays solvent.
It
stipulates that, to be eligible for the
TAF aid, a student must carry a
"reasonable" course load, be under
35 years of age, and be in good
academic standing after freshman
A student can withdraw a
year
maximum of $15,000 over three
years.
.
,
The success of the tuition advance
fund, though, rides on how much the
residual support tuition tax credits

legislation has, ^"^naSal aid
terest the ory ^ passage of the
retains after la
^stance
Middle Inc°"V
time,
At
that

dalaidexpans^
Tuition tax c

as
a conference

it stood when
c to deduct
committee, allowed %*%£>£££

^Vr'^TCdenttn
college'. Specifically, they'd get credit
college, v
t of tUition costs,
for up to 35i per
ed $100 in
as long as they d
1978, $150 in 1979, and $250 in 190
But the House version of the
credits for pre
would have given
as well as for
college education
and the Senate,
college education,
wanted to limit credits to
which
tuition, refused to corncollege
Pr0"chief

—

proposal are still Republican Sena
William Roth (Delaware) and }
packwood (Oregon), and New y 1
Democrat Daniel Moynihan. ^
Roth said last March: credits % ^
simply allow taxpayers to keep JJ
of their own earnings to help J
o college,
colleae." whi]e *
their children to
plans "would require taxpaye3
cl
out detailed forms."
Virginia Fadil, researcher a,
Association of Independent Col|J
and Universities, says her grou^
still investigating TAF. q"
education lobbyists are giving
'
more attention, especially_
MISAA'S passage. They exp^
battle between what The Washi J
Star calls "two clashing approach
that spring "from philosophiestt|
stand worlds apart" to begin in ^
nest in February.

supporters of the credits
_
i

Frat members auctioned
in fundraising event

Slavery still exists at the Univer
sity of the Pacific as nine Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia members discovered
when they were auctioned last Friday.
The auction, sponsored by the
conservatory fraternity, was conduc
ted by Dr. Charley Lemond in the
conservatory auditorium in order to
raise funds for the organization.

Castleman, Mike Hernandez,
Piatt, Kevin Skiles, Chris Steffamc,
Walter Terns, Ray White, and
Sheldon Moreland. Almost $45 were
raised for the fraternity and the
money will go to help in the
promotion of music in America
which is the organization's main con
cern.

Bidding began at $1 and there
was a limit of one slave per customer.
The members of Phi Mu Alpha were
to do their master's bidding from 1
p.m. until midnight that day.

New!

Both the audience and the slaves
seemed to enjoy the auction. Upon
requests from the audience, one slave
turned around and wiggled, others
strutted, and one removed his vest
and threw it into the audience. These
deeds were greeted with laughter, ap
plause, and cheers from the audience,
audience.
The participants in the auction
were Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia mem
bers:
Ricardo Campero, Bill

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
CENTERS IN MAJOR U S CITIES
Ann-773-us?
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If you're an EE, ME, AE, IE, Physics, Material Science
Computer Science major, you could become part of this
exciting and challenging commitment. You could become
involved in aerospace, ground systems, industrial electronic
space and communications and research And don'
worry about
aoout getting lost - at Hughes, we work in sr
small
groups where individual initiative is valued highly.
Hughes - for all the right reasons. •For AAviaus
details ui
on
our opportunities, contact your placement office
or write: Manager, College Relations,
Hughes Aircraft Company,
P.O. Box 90515, Bldg. 100/445,
Los Angeles, CA 90009.
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Creating a new world with electronics
An equal opportunity employer, M/F/HC
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/VSUOP presents**"!! ^nd now.. .a jugstrap for the athletic woman
I

A Lily of France spokesman
said the impetus for what the com
pany calls "the first athletic suppor
ter for women" is simply that more
women are participating in more
sports.
And athletic women, according
to the ironically named Women's
Sports Foundation, do need some
kind of extra support. The foun
dation warns women who wear bras

' W,U d,sc"ss several aspects of
women's movement in a talk at

C

CO

V
o
LL
0)
CO

Equal Rights Amendment, while
touching upon the changing roles of
both men and women and presenting
,S

°„ 'he 5vents otlast

The university-sponsored lun
cheon included many of the prom
inent community members involved
with aid for the handicapped. Pres
ident McCaffrey made some in
troductory remarks before the lun
cheon and later introduced the guest
of honor as a key figure in the devel
opment of arts among the handicap
ped.
After her brief visit to the cam
pus, Smith toured the Alan Short
Center where she examined the ar
twork of the center's students while
meeting representatives from the
Walton development center where the
Very Special Arts festival will be held
June 10-12.

Tickets for Friedan's speech at
the
Conservatory
of
Music
Auditorium are on sale at Meadow's
Camera stores in Stockton, The
Stockton Women's Center, the
ASUOP record store, and at the
door. Admission is $5 for adults and
$! for students. The event is being
sponsored by the ASUOP Forum on
National Priorities.

News in Brief...

The Pacifican has

SLIDE FILMS will be part of u
special Women's Studies infor
mational
seminar
Thursday,
February 22 at 4 p.m. in the Gold
Room located in the old Anderson Y
building. The program is open to the
public.

STUDENT POFiTS are invited
to enter poetry in the lna Coolbrith
Memorial Poetry Contest. First prize

isS125, second is $100, third is $75,
iourth is $50, and fifth is $25. The
deadline for judging submissions is
March 16. For more information
eontact Robert Knighton of the COP
English department.
THE LEARNING CENTER is
'pen with staff members available to
students with any academic dif
ficulties that might arise during the

ALUMINUM CANS are needed
at the Community center for the
Blind in Stockton to finance a trip to
Disneyland for blind children in the
community. The cans will replace
nearly 200 pounds of aluminum
stolen from the center last month.
Contact Sarah Rowley, director of
the center's youth program at 4663836.
PETITIONS to run for ASUOP
President and ASOUP Vice-President
in the Spring election are available in
the Associated Student office bet
ween the hours of 9 a.m. to 5 p.m in
the University Center. Deadline tor
submitting completed petitions is
Feb. 19 at 5 p.m. The election will be
held March 7 and 8.

semester.

The center offers reading,
•"ting, and study skills instruction.
A COURSE SYLLABUS is
EfP students are invited to par- required in all University classes. The
''eipate in credit courses and m- syllabus should include course objec
dividual instruction programs, in- tives student responsibilities, major
;hiding eight sections of Reading Efassignments and examinations, a
'"•ieney and three sections of An In clear statement of attendance policies
duction to College Writing- The and a clear statement of grading
ce"ter is located in Wendell Phillips
nolicies. If one of your professors
Tenter, rooms 241 and 242. For fur- has not provided such a syllabus conE. Owen
Director of
"tw information call 946-2458.
Academic Affairs at the ASUOP of
VACATION IN MAZATLAN fice in the University Center.
'his spring. The deadline is March 1
sign up for ASUOP travel's
Package deal to Mazatlan. The round
lrtP. including eight days and seven
N>ts in the Hotel Azteca, costs
*'*>• Travel director Mike Parks
"rges that interested students sign up
j r'ght away as the inexpensive trip m
jJ* beach resort is a favorite among
E)P students.
10

Technically, the contraptions are
called "support bras", which four
manufacturers • (Warner's, Lily of
France, Formfit, and Olga) plan to

start marketing aggressively this year.
A fifth manufacturer—Maidenform— says it has "a running bra in
the formative stage" which it hopes
to begin selling in the fall.
But, of course, there are skep
tics. One is Dan Karsch, who heads
the ad agency that will promote
Maidenform's entry into the women's"
athletic supporter field. Karsch, ac
cording to the trade journel,"was not
sure all the sports bras being offered
now are any more supportive than
regular cotton knit style."

Jean Kennedy Smith, sister of
Sen. Edward Kennedy, was the guest
of honor at a special luncheon Wed
nesday in the Regent's Dining Hall.
Smith was in Stockton to
promote the National Very Special
Arts Festival in conjunction with the
Alan Short Center for the physically
and mentally handicapped.

1 riedan has been a major force
m the women's movement, having in
volved herself with the National
Women's Caucas in 1971, in addition
to her key role in the NOW. She has
written several articles and a book,
I he Feminine Mystique, dealing with
the ditticulties challenging women in
modern society.

SPEAKERS FROM THE RAPE
CRISIS CENTF1R are available for
college and high school classes, community groups, organizations, and
agencies. Topics include rape myths;
attitudes about rape and its victims;
medical, police and court procedures;
e Crisis services; rape awareness
aid prevention.
Speaking dates can be arranged
by calling the Rape Crisis Center at
165-8969 Monday through Friday
between 8:30 and 5:00.

everything would work out just fine.
The reason; the bra makers have
brought out a new product — called,
according to Adver-tising Age,
"jugstraps" — to sell to women
athletes.

Jean Kennedy Smith visits Stockton

The talk will fOCiK ™
^v^pments in the

decade

with cup sizes bigger than B that
prolonged exercise can cause breast
tissue tearing, and chafing and
bleeding around the nipples.
Even as the Association for In
tercollegiate Athletics for Women
convened in Los Angeles to figure out
what kind of future there is for
women's inter-collegiate sports, a
band of bra manufacturers here an
nounced it was confident that

ECK MASTERS will be the topic
of a film to be shown Feb. 14 at 8
p.m. in room 223 of Wendell Phillips
a way of life,'
Center. "Eckankar:
delineates
the
history
of the Eck
delineat
^

informatlon

masters
Uli Sacchet at 943-0465.
contact

a new look, a new
staff and a newly
. painted office. Come
join us in an experience

Pacific School of
Religion — educating
women and men at the
graduate level for
Christian ministry in the
church and elsewhere.

r nolo Dy Laurie Knutsen

Jean Kennedy Smith visits the Alan Short Center.
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Write for The Pacifican.

with a smile
and with a
perfect
roommate...

Rent Any New

PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Only $15.00 per month

All rent can be applied
toward regular purchase price)

No THCIM - Ne Gimmicks - No Intorost

v v v • v v > — — —- — — — — — — —
You need a good typewriter right new, but you don't have the cash
The solution: Rent a brand-new pprtable from us, at a Ipw monthly rote, for as
long as you like. It's as simple as that. Select just the model you want from the full
line of famous portable typewriters, on display now.
_ J

tockton
ypewriter Co

¥

¥
£

**

Go to School

¥
in journalism

Write: Rev. Barbara Roche
Dean of Students
1798 Scenic Ave.
Berkeley, CA 94709
(415) 848-0528
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coming...

WELCOME TO THE JOB MARHET

What's your best bet in today 's marketplace? What
can you expect from your first job? Need it be a "'oeto-five one? These and many other questions related
to entering the job market will be discussed in this
issue of "Insider"—the free supplement to your
college newspaper from Ford.
Ford hopes these tips about what awaits you in
the job market will help you start your career off on
the right track. And if you're in the market for a
new car or truck, we also hope you'll check out the
great lineup of '79 Fords.

Look for "Insider"Ford's continuing series of
college newspaper supplements.

FORD
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Caddas heading for Rockies
Ex-UOP head football coach
Chester Caddas has accepted a job as
defensive co-ordinator at Colorado
State University, two months after
being released as the chief Tiger men
tor.
Caddas
served
UOP
as
"assistant to the director of the
Greater Pacific campaign" and as
"assistant to the athletic director"
for the short time he was absent from
coaching.
Under coach Caddas, UOP
compiled a 38-38-2 composite record.
Caddas' best season at Pacific was
1972 when the Tigers ran up an 8-3
record, good enough for second place
in the PCAA. The Tigers came in
second place four times under Cad
das.
Caddas had been with UOP since
coming here as an assistant coach in
1967.
With the official acceptance of
another job by Caddas (he had
previously been offered jobs at
numerous other schools), all of
lJOP's 1978 coaches have found new
jobs; six in coaching and one, Hal
Athon, in the car sales business.
On the destinations of last year's
Tiger coaches, it is known that John
DiFede is also headed for Colorado
State; Art Asselta has remained at
UOP to work under new head coach,
Bob Toledo; Dante Scamecchia has
been hired to assist at Northern

Arizona University;
Army hired
John Burnett and Arjzona Western
College is reportedly close to signing
Rich Wilson.
The 43-year old Caddas was, in
his own words, "very much lost" in
undertaking a great deal of his ad
ministrative tasks, although he
seemed to be making progress in lear
ning his new job. He repeatedly ex
pressed a sense of disorientation
without coaching.
"I think one of the hardest
things to get used to is the loss of
relationships with the players," Cad
das remarked.
"I don't think
anything can substitute that."
The philosopher in Caddas was
also exposed as he sought a new
coaching job.
"There's no profession like it,"
Caddas stated. "One day you do
everything you can to beat a guy's
brains out and the next you're great
friends and you share with and help
each other.
"Coaching is an amazing oc
cupation," Caddas continued.
"There's a lot of frustrations but
there's also a lot of great satisfac
tions. It's all I've ever done in my
life."
When asked about future
aspirations to return to coaching,
prior to his acceptance of the job at
CSU, Caddas again displayed a great
deal of desire.

Kevin Bartram

Changes

Chester Caddas—
new job at Colorado State University
"It's (coaching) all I've ever
done, it's all I've ever thought about
doing," Caddas commented. "I'm
sure if the right situation presented it
self, I would."
Caddas set a two-point criteria
for accepting a new job, "If 1 go,
there's two things I'd be happy with;
the institution and the man I'd be
working with. I had two offers the
day this came out in the papers that I
didn't feel would be situations that
would make it worth my while to get
involved.
"There are certain football

coaching jobs in the country that, if a
guy was offered, he just couldn't
refuse. They haven't called," Caddas
das wryly commented, just two weeks
before going to CSU.
Coach Caddas noted that he was
being finicky about whatever he ac
cepted as he claimed the offer he
would take "would have to be an
awful good one."
Colorado State simply made
Chester Caddas an offer he couldn't
refuse and what's the Rams' gain is
the Tigers' loss.

In inauspicmu
about UOP football. There's a lot of
Davis, Sac State, etc. This would
as being one of the outstanding young
enthusiasm that has come back to me
probably
prove
to
be
distasteful
to
coaches in the country. He probably
already," Toledo said.
the
program
as
scholarships
would
came more highly recommended than
He also expressed that the team
need
to
be
dropped
and
other
un
any other candidate we explored."
members he has met who are retur
favorable changes would be made.
Before Toledo signed, certain
ning to Pacific for the 1979 season are
Dr. Dempsey commented on
desires of his were met by the school.
very enthusiastic and optimistic about
playing at a lower status, "If we
Football scholarships were added to
the upcoming year.
don't play at this level (IA), we'd
the 65 presently being awarded, the
In true Toledo fashion, when
probably be better off not playing at
coaching staff was enlargened,
asked
about who his prospects were
Toledo was awarded a three-year con
for
the1979 quarterback job, the
Dempsey
cited
that
propor
tract and games with highly funded
tionately,
it
would
be
more
expensive
coach
quipped,
"I was a quarterback
teams were cut back.
for
the
program
to
be
dropped
to
and
I'm
going
to
suit up again, and
Another factor in helping coach
Division
II
and
travel
expenses
would
I'm
going
to
throw
it a lot!"
Toledo sign with UOP, instead of San
be too exorbitant for Division IAA to
More important than all else
Jose State where he was rumored to
be beneficial (the nearest IAA con
with Bob Toledo is his will and desire
have been headed, was that Tiger
ference to Stockton is the Big Sky).
to adapt to the University of the
honorable mention All-American
For these reasons, Pacific needs to
Pacific.
linebacker Brad Vassar had agreed to
have a well supported football team
"I would like to go out and meet
return to UOP next year, in lieu of
in the very near future and that is
the people. Somehow, I would like to
entering the professional ranks.
where Bob Toledo comes into the pic
reach out and grab as many people as
As Vassar stated, "It is the best
ture.
I can—students and faculty. I'd like
thing for me to do. I met coach
Coach
Toledo
must
form
UOP
to
convince them that I'm not a guy
Toledo, I think he's a good man and I
into a winner so that the UOP and
that's gonna go out there and build a
think he's going to do a lot for the
! Stockton Community support the
football factory," the coach whim
program."
sically, but sincerely, stated.
Vassar also felt that UOP's 1 Tigers. And Toledo does have a
game plan already in mind.
Coach Toledo's character shines
easing up on its infamous stingy
Toledo is well known for his
as he notes, "My number one objec
football program had something to
backing of wide-o^en offenses and
tive is to recruit top student athletes
do with 'his remaining enrolled here,
the bomb as he got his start in major
that are going to graduate from this
as he stated, "For what they're giving
college football as a small school Alluniversity."
(UOP) to the program, I feel it is in
American quarterback at San Fran
Mr. Toledo also has a certain
my best interest to stay at UOP."
cisco State in 1966 and 1967. With an
stereotype he does not want to fit into
The anticipated improvement in
exciting offense, not only would
as he wittingly exclaims, "I think that
UOP football is very necessary as, if
Toledo lead a team which could
it is important that the people get to
the attendance does not increase
stimulate the necessary fan attendan
know me and that I get to know them
within the next two years, Pacific can
ce, but, hopefully, a squad which
not compete as a NCAA Division IA
and that they're convinced that I'm
would win ball games.
team.
not —Woody Hayes."
"We think we're going to do
According to NCAA rules, a
some things that will be exciting. We
university must average at least
plan on doing a lot of motioning and
17,000 fans for their home games at
shifting with our players and we'll be
. least one year in the next three.
throwing the football a lot more than
Otherwise, UOP must either compete
we
have in the past," Toledo stated,
in Division IAA and travel far to play
"Hopefully, we'll draw some atten
teams in that division or drop to
tion in the community and fill that
Division II and compete with UC
stadium."
Pacific won a six-team, 36-hole
At 32, one of the youngest head
tournament hosted by UC Davis last
coaches in the nation, Toledo
week, despite team leader, Bryan
specifically mentioned the bomb as
Pini's absence. The Tigers finished
one of his favorite offensive tools,
with a one-stroke 920 total over
saying, "I like throwing the ball up
second place Nevada-Reno.
deep, if you've got enough speed to
Pini was caddying the Bing
do it. It puts a lot of pressure on the
Crosby Open.
defense."
Jim Rowse, a sophomore from
As far as expectations go,
San Jose, finished with a four under
Toledo mainly hopes to build a strong
par 67 on the last 18 holes and wound
contender for years to come, as he
up with a 143 total for the two days to
pointed out, "I would like to build it
lead the Tigers.
to the point where when we play the
Finishing second for the Tigers
bigger schools, we'll have enough
was Kris Baxter who led after the first
bodies to compete with them."
18 holes with a 73 and wound up with
However, the latest in a line of 13
a 140.
UOP head coaches also made note of
Today UOP will play 18 holes at
the fact that this is not a rebuilding
El Macero Country Club in Davis
program as the Tigers need to im
with Stanford, Nevada-Reno, San
prove immediately.
Jose State and the host team, UC
Besides the obvious financial
Davis.
and physical changes in the football
On Feb. 16, UOP will compete
program, Toledo has also generated
with Stanford, Cal, UC Davis and
improvements in more obscure, but
San Jose State in th 36-hole Silverado
equally important areas.
Invitational in Napa.
head football coach Bob Toledo
"We've accomplished getting
people in the community excited

By now, it is a fairly well known
fact that UOP fired head football
coach Chester Caddas and hired exUSC assistant coach Bob Toledo as
his replacement.
Whoever has not heard that news
had better come out from under their
proverbial rock.
However, what is not fully un
derstood bv many is what Mr. Toledo
plans to do with his authority. And
he does have plans.
Before that subject is delved in
to, though, let us explore the reasons
why this fella named Toledo was
hired.
The reasons for Toledo's hiring
are, actually, quite clear-cut.
As
Cedric Dempsey, athletic department
director puts it, "He (Toledo)
probably came more highly recom
mended than any other applicant
we had an opportunity to visit or ex
plore."
There were other reasons, why
Toledo was chosen for the job from
the original field of 65 candidates, as
Dempsey explains, "Bob comes one,
with head coaching experience which
we have been looking for. He comes
with an understanding of an in
stitution similar to Pacific, having
coached at the University of Califor
nia-Riverside which has high
academic standards as Pacific has."
Dempsey continued, "He also
has had experience at one of the
leading schools in the country at
USC, so he has had a good
background."
Most
importantly
behind
Toledo's hiring was his reputation
among his fellow coaches, as Dr.
Dempsey explains, "As we searched
around the country, Bob's name
came up consistently among his peers
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Kl/omen dribblers
though losing all five of its
in the Northern California
Conference (NCAC), the
% Women's basketball team has
0
the ability to win against comfL just a notch lower, as wita 6-5 non-league record.
Fven

Ve don't have the experience
plh in talent that the other teams
)' conference possess," explained
Jacy Showers. "But the
are working very hard to
layers
program.
ke this a quality
eslly though, we're not playing at
"samelevel

as other teams in our

•^Being a young team without a
the few wins this season have
sfitior
en us a big lift." said Showers.
* 0ne 0f the victories just hapjdto the biggest in University of
^pacific history. Over the Christ. vacation, Stanislaus State
versity fell victim to the Tiger onM as the final score indicated
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New teams
Any UOP women interested in
Playing for either the Pacific softball
team or the newly formed soccer club
can do so now by signing up.

ile season.
In a game that the Tigers lost to
viada-Reno 95-77, Peets was 50%
idjithe floor, hitting on 15 of the 30
W5 she attempted that evening and
ding up with 30 points. DefenJ(ely Karen played tough on the
sards, grabbing 13 rebounds.
Moore, who on the season has
leraged 13 points and 8.8 rebounds
A game, poured in 9 of 14 shots

Yhiz

* *

hSS tote"

•i
Id$-l3
fwo standout performances
c0nie during non-league conBoth of the athletes, Karen
and Sonya Monroe, have con.
.
.
.
iisiantly been the team leaders in
?(ry offensive category throughout
lout

'cal

y

^c^oC°ntact Jane A'house at 462.68 of 946-9095 to join the women's
soccer club.
Experience is not
necessary as beginners are welcome.
One unit of credit is available for par
ticipants.
The soccer club holds practice
twice a week and plays its games on
Saturdays, beginning Feb. 17.
If softball sounds more in
teresting, contact coach Jacy Showers
at 946-2472. The team is just now
forming for the 1979 season, which
starts soon.
As a final invitation to UOP's
women athletes, all girls are welcome
to a dessert-coffee hour on Monday,
Feb. 12 from 7 to 9 in the Pacific
club.
The point of the meeting is for
women to meet members of "women
in sports," a new organization whose
purpose is to help support UOP's six
intercollegiate sports for women.
Contact Jane Alhouse once more at
462-4568, if any questions.

Hoopsters still alive
With five conference games
"Long Beach's schedule has
remaining on its schedule, The
been one of the toughest of any major
University of the Pacific's basketball
college basketball team," explained
team has, as head coach Stan
Morrison.
"Their record (11-9
Morrison put it, "a great chance to
overall, 3-5 in PCAA) doesn't truly
win the championship."
represent the type of quality ball that
they have this year. At one time they
Currently one-half game out of
first place and coming off their best
were rated #11 in the rankings and
road trip of the season which saw
they have beaten such teams as Texas,
Weber State (the Big Sky Conference
them beating Long Beach State 88-69
leader), and Cincinnati and played
and UC Santa Barbara 70-69, the
North Carolina State, Duke, and
Tigers will host Long Beach Sunday
at 5 p.m. in what will be a crucial
Marquette.
"The Tigers will be ready,"
game if UOP wishes to keep its title
hopes alive. Pacific is currently spor
Morrison stated.
If last week's triumph over the,
ting a 6-2 conference record, 10-10
overall.
49ers is any indication of how ready
the Tigers can get, Long Beach better
"Winning down there has
watch out.
nothing to do with the upcoming
Last Thursday Terence Carney
game," commented Morrison, "ex
had
the
best individual shooting night
cept maybe the thought of revenge on
of
any
UOP
player this season, hit
their side. Long Beach has some
ting 11 of 13 field goal attempts and
tremendously gifted athletes that
ending up with 24 points. UOP shot
have given nothing but problems to
.618 from the field as the Tigers han
opposing ball clubs."
ded Long Beach the worst defeat they
Leading the 49ers into Sunday's
have ever suffered at their home
battle is the Pacific Coast Athletic
court, the Sports Arena.
Association's leading scorer Rickey
Is this the same UOP basketball
Williams.
Williams, a 6-2 senior
team that was shunned by the press
guard, is averaging 18.2 points per
and virtually forgotten by the studen
game.
ts a few short months back after a
Backing up this talented guard
dismal start?
will be Long Beach's strength men,
"This team has been constantly
center Michael Wiley and forward
improving
throughout the year," said
Francois Wise. Averaging 10.4 and
head
coach,
"We've had an un
the
7.8 rebounds per game respectively,
believably good attitude and all 17
Wise and Wiley both must be kept
members have contributed to the
away from the boards if the Tigers
cause. It must be mentioned that
hope to corral this important victory.

One for the road
In inauspicious fashion, the
tigers returned home from their First
irce games at Fresno State Feb. 2
ad3 with one victory.
But hope should not be lost as
lie Tigers displayed marked im
provement in each game. Also, UOP
ns playing the 1978 Northern
California Baseball Association cokmpion in Fresno's home park,
making UOP's opening series a very
hone.
In the series opener, Fresno State
pounded starter Dan Swanson and a
lost of relieves for a 22-9 win. One
consolation was delivered by Tiger
atcher Walt Poole's grand slam.
The following day, Fresno State
posted a 6-2 triumph over Dave
Bevilagua in the First half of a twin
ill. In the nightcap, Rich Leahy
Med seven strong innings for a 3-1
figer win.
Providing solid hitting for the
%rs in the Bulldog series were
Michael Jackson, Roy Gaebel and
Stan Rogers who delivered five base
,ls.
Head coach Tom Stubbs was not
alarmed by the team's disappointing
Swings and emphasized that the
tatn committed common early
'"son mistakes: missed cut-offs and
'lays, the lack of proper positioning
i'0r double plays, and a general lack
''attention. In ensuing practices, the
'am was on its toes.

ted to be the club's number one relief
man.
The solid pitching staff will be
complimented by a strong infield
featuring slick fielding first baseman
Pat Tobin, second-baseman Steve
Green and outstanding freshman
prospect Rob Bruzinski at shortstop.
Behind the plate is the best
power hitter in UOP history, Walter
Poole who pounded 11 home runs
last season despite missing a month of
play due to a hernia. At third base is
last year's UOt> MVP and all-league
selection Stan Rogers.
Manning the outfield positions
are Greg Plant in left, Michael
Jackson in right, and in center will be
Roy Gaebel, who reached base safely
at a .333 percentage in 1978. The
designated hitter will be chosen from
Joe Carozzi, last year's JV MVP and
last year's most improved Tiger, Jim

with a sacrifice fly, scoring Jackson.
Rebounding
from
the
Jackson opened the fifth with a
discouraging weekend at Fresno, the
sharp
grounder up the middle and
Tiger nine, and in particular south
was able to take third on a Sacramen
paw Dan Swanson rolled over
Sacramento State, 9-6, on Tuesday ' to error on an attempted pickoff.
Bruzinski then ripped a run scoring
afternoon. Swanson, who only lasted
double to the lift field wall, making
2 and 'A innings in his weekend ap
the score 9-0.
pearance, threw five innings of per
Sacramento scored three times in
fect baseball and only surrendered
the top of the sixth because of a
one hit in the six innings he pitched.
porous infield and a lot of luck. First
The Tigers didn't waste any time
baseman Pat Tobin lost a ball thrown
scoring runs as they scored five times
by
third baseman Stan Rogers in the
in the first inning. Rob Bruzinski
sun
for a three base error. The next
walked to lead off and Steve Greed
Sacramento
player grounded a ball
doubled a line drive down the right
up
the
middle,
just out of the infield line with Bruzinski coming home
fielder's
reach.
After the ensuing
with the score. Stan Rogers followed
fielder's
choice,
stolen
base, and run
with an RBI single and UOP had a 2batted in, three runs had crossed the
0 advantage. Roy Gaebel flew out to
plate on only one hit.
center, but Pat Tobin singled to right
In the eighth inning, Sacramento
field. Greg Plant followed with a
scored
three runs off Howie Detmar
ground ball through the hole to left
on
a
strange
series of events that in
field. Walter Poole reached base on
cluded
a
triple,
three walks, a double
an error by the third baseman and
steal,
an
infield
hit off Detmar's leg,
designated hitter Bill Lymos closed th
and
a
base
hit
to
left field.
the scoring with a single into right

field.
Steve Green opened the second
with a sharp single to right center.
Stan Rogers moved Green over to
second on a ground ball and Gaebel's
hit to right field pushed the score to 60. Bill Lymos walked to open the
third and .igntfielder Michael
Jackson doubled him to third.
Bruzinski moved up the runners,
scoring Lymos and ending up at
Delta JC were played.
second base himself with a fielder's
The season schedule spells sixty/,
choice. Stan Rogers closed the inning
games until the finals start in midMay. Usually, three or four games
are played each week, on Tuesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays. The season is
underway and fans are encouraged to
come to Billy Herbert Park andwac

Chakos.
Dedicated? Since school began
six months ago, the baseball program
has been underway.
In the fall,
players were conditioning and prac
ticing twice a week. Winter term has
served as a "spring training" time as
2:30-5:30 practices were held four
davs a week. On tlie weekend, intrasquad scrimmages and games w..h

Of course, winning a title in'olv« playing some good baseball
M the 1979 Tiger nine is capable of
'n8 just that.
The enthusiasm
•founds from the youth of the team,
M from the experience many gained
Mast year's disappointing .5oo (18' season.
°nly five of the 29 team mem
rsate seniors. Newcomers include

he
ice
of

^'reshman and Five transfers.
. Leading the list of JC transfers is
!|'cher Rich Leahy from San Diego
.^College, who threw outstanding
V||ner ball for the Tigers. He will be
•'n8 with Dan Swanson for the
'Mber one spot on the staff- ComI1 ,1
k ' 8 for a strong pitching corps are
> Bovalagua, Howie Detmar and
J'e8 Unger. Frank Alegre is expec-

February will feature UOP and Santa
State on

g
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Swimmers' schedule
The Tigers combine for a final
dual meet on Saturday at Chico State
before heading their separate ways in
competition next week.
The men travel south to Long
Beach State for a Feb. 16 meet while
the women taper for the NorCal meet
at San Jose State on Feb. 16, the
deadline for posting of qualifying
times for the AIAW national cham
pionships on March 15-17 at Pit
tsburgh.
The women boosted their record
to 6-3 with a double win over UC
Davis, 84-24 and Texas A& M, 62-33
on Feb. 2. Cindy Gentes won two
events and helped the 400-yard
freesyle relay finish first. Gentes, a
sophomore from San Jose, won the
200 free in a 1:59.5 and the 500 free in
a 5:18.7. Paula Moore won the 299

free in a 25.2 and took second in the
200 back in a 2.22.2. The Tiger relay
of Ann Redig, Amy Swackenbergy,;
Moore, and Gentes captured the blue,
in 3:44.7.
The men had trouble with both
Aggie teams, losing the UC Davis, 5951 and Texas A & M, 62-33. A
highlight was John Rotticci's first in
the 22-yard butterfly in a season best
time of 1:56.6. He also helped the
400 medley win in 3:41.3.
"The men are on the upswing af
ter not winning a dual meet last year,
but with no real depth we're swim
ming at about two thirds of a team
this year," said Head Coach Gordon
Collet.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

January 16
through

February 6
Terence Carney
&

Karen Peets
Ron Cornelius
Matt Waldron
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Sacramento did eke a respectable
score, but the game never really was a
contest. The final statistics showed
UOP with 9 runs, 12 hits, and three
errors. Sacramento .scored 6 times on
4 hits and three errors. The game,
though a non-league contest, was ex
citing and the UOP victory was
welcome and reassuring for the
Tigers, who have their eyes set on the
Northern
California
Baseball
Association title.

whenthey play^n Stockton at 3:00 on

bme"2

they receive. We love to hear the
clammer of an excited crowd, the best
sixth man in the PCAA, at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium when the
pit is filled to capacity," Morrison
stated.
Supporting a winner is not very
hard. So as the Tigers put thdir
championship hopes on the line, the
pit could be packed.

Nine doin' fine

If attaining a championship was
under the realm of enthusiasm
the Tigers play
>ad dedication, the Tiger baseball . Herbert Park is on Fulton, east o
^ would have a title in their hip
the UOP campus.
"
' in
Pockets.

!Ure'y

even though only 12 men get suited
up for each game, those extra five
athletes are very important to the
team. Their enthusiasm, loyalty, and
hard work during the practices is a
necessity, as any of the starters would
be quick to tell you.
"My biggest concern right now is
to get more student support for our
remaining home games. The players
are very aware of any student support

1-0498

WEBERSTOWN MALL
SEARS LOWER LEVEL
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cultists

The Pacifican

Winter term course focuses
By Sharon Fox
Pacifican Editor-in-chief

For some 13 winter term stu
dents, the People's Temple mass
death in Guyana last year became
more than a newspaper headline.
Just a month and a half after the
Jonestown tragedy, these students
and their instructor, Dr. Arthur
Maynard of the Religious Studies
department,
examined
the
psychological and religious aspects of
cults, and especially the People's
Temple.
The class was an attempt to un
derstand cults and cult members, and

to answer the question: How can we
keep another Jonestown from oc
curring without interfering with

of cults, students were required to
read several books and articles- on
cults, and to listen to guest lectures on

religious freedom?
"Cults engage in activities that
have a real questionable legality such
as child abuse, forced labor: and
misuse of tax exemption status," said
Maynard. "There's going to be more
insistence that government enforce
laws with cults, but how do you do
that without infringing on the First
Amendment freedoms?"
In order to provide a broad view

the topic.
The required reading included a
sermon written a few days after the
Jonestown mass suicide/murder by a
Methodist minister who lost two
daughters and a grandson there.
The minister, John V. Moore of
the First United Methodist Church in
Reno, started his sermon by
describing his family life.
"In our family you can see the

relationship between the events of the
sixties and this tragedy, just as there
ic a relationship between the sellimmolation of some Americans
during those years and the mass mur
der/suicide last week,' he said.

realities from fantasies
»cau
t \Ar\nre.
sensitivity to ^'^ntinued
Moore
of persecution,
leader)

Moore continued, "Our children
learned that mothering is caring for
15
m0re than kin...More than
teenagers and young adults shared
our home with our children...From
childhood, our girls saw their mother
respond to people in need from un
wed mothers to psychotic adults and
the poor."
The minister said his daughters,
Carolyn and Annie, had walked with
him in civil rights and anti-Vietnam
war marches, and together they sup
ported the farm workers struggle to
organize.
"Our children took seriously
what we believed about commitment,
caring about a better, more humane
and just society.
They saw in
People's Temple the same kind of
caring for people and commitment to
•ho,, had
sqH liv-H
with.
social justice that they
lived with
They have paid our dues for our
commitments and involvement," said
Moore.
Moore vehemently opposed the
"idolatry" and "paranoia" he saw in
Jonestown.
"There's a thin line separating

opposmon'

tract young people of higher t^.
intelligence. They CQme
...
-A • i r-* r r ok U. .
middle and upper class backgr^
and they usually join at criSjs
when they have problems ch.
career or graduate school
Maynard.
Maynard

c
z

Moore cor
hundreds (more u.*» -'
ds of
hunarc_
n9in and suffering of
il/t1
pain anu
°
Jonestown
others is tragedy...
as an isolated event unrelate
society portends greater"

^

our

The minister added,
De
reigned when there was no ori

enough, nor strong enough, n
with rage enough to run and thro

g

his body against a vat ^ of
sDilling it on the ground.

Through Moore's sermon and
several other descriptions of members
of the People's Temple Maynard

Tera^"e:^
When a tun loses its
there's only two ways it can
either dissolves or becomesi

he said.
A cult, as defined by May^
a group opposed to society
follows a charismatic leader
other hand, a sect is a group y,
partially opposed to society
seeks to reform or correct
element of tradition. Organic
ally, a sect tends to be a bun

glimpse at the kind ot
class got
people who join cults.
"I remember painfully the con
last
versation around the table the
Jim
and
'night we were in Jonestown.
other ieaders

were there. The air was
conspiracy. The
entire' conversation on Jim's part
dealt with the conspiracy. They fed
on each other's fears. There was no
voice to question the reality of those

he says.
Maynard defines a
church as generally supportive
culture with a rational-legal
zation. He says in the "i
church there is allowance
criticism.
"There are one or two
^ fronts for financial

heavy with fears of

lation," said Maynard.
• Among the cults studied®
winter term course were the Chi]
of God, Scientology, and
Unification Church (Moonies).

College Press Service

In the wake of the Guyana
tragedy, there has been much
academic pondering over how nontraditional religious "cults" come to
gain so much power over their
adherents..
»
Rev. Jim Jones, leader of the
People's Temple cult, for example,
sought to gain respectability, and
thus widen his appeal, by enlisting
endorsements from Political figures
like California Lt. Governor Mervyn
Dymally anD even Rosalyn Carter.
Meanwhile Rev. Moon—whose
Unification Church is perhaps the
most powerful "cult" in the country
at the moment—predicted that 450
"distinguished" scientists,
philosophers, and theologians—in
cluding six Nobel laureates—would
attend his Seventh International Con-,
ference on the Unity of the Sciences
(1CUS).
He was not disappointed. But
many conference participants, no
doubt thinking about Guyana, felt
compelled to explain why they were
attending a "cult" conference.
Boston University professor
Jean Merrit commented, "How can
they go along with being sponsored
and catered to by a man who is being
accused of everything from brain
washing to child abuse and political
influence oeddline?"
"It is my impression that this
conference emphasizes the conser
vative and even reactionary politics of
Rev. Moon's organization," said
Harvard professor and former
presidential science advisor, Dr.
George Kistiakowsky. "It therefore
appeals to conservative members of
the scientific community."
Undoubtedly part of the appeal
is that ICUS picks up the tab for par
ticipants and spouses. And if the lure
of an expense-paid weekend in one of
the posh hotels of London, New
York, Boston or Tokyo is insuf
ficient, then there is the lure of fat
consulting fees. Superstars are repor
tedly raid $3000 dollar honoraria for

attending, mis year's ICUS cost* an
estimated $500,000.
Rev. Moon can afford it. He has
U.S. holdings valued at more than
$20 million, and industrial holdings
in South Korea worth another $15
million1 in annual sales. Some of
Moon's factories produce armaments.
Last year he purchased controlling in
terest in the Diplomat National Bank,
which has branches in twelve western
countries. This year he entered the
fishing industry, alarming Gulf of
Mexico fishermen with the possibility
that his free labor force of 'premies'
could undercut the market.
ICUS, a project of his Inter
national Cultural Foundation, cham
pions his attempt to become "known
in every corner of the world" through
the agency of eminent scientists and
nobel laureates. Like the Church,
these conduits are registered as non
profit educational organizations,
with tax-exempt status.
ICUS does help. For example,
the Unification Church gets an odd
boost from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology professor Daniel Lemer,
who attended the 1977 ICUS.
Responding to critics, Dr. Lerner
asserted that accepting funds from
Rev. Moon was no worse than taking
grants from Carnegie, Ford or
Rockefeller.
"These foundations were set up
by pirates trying to clean up their
names," Dr. Lerner said. "The only
advantage they have over the Rev.
Moon is that they are dead. I don't
see that the Rev. Moon is any more
satauical than they."
So how has a messianic leader,
the object of several government in
vestigations, who critics claim
"brainwashes" his 30,000 followers,
managed to woo the academic com
munity?
Aside from the financial
prerequisites, ICUS is the only con
ference predicated on the idea of a

The journal, which is published
by UOP's McGeorge School of Law,
includes articles of a legal nature on
the use of the prior inconsistent
statement, the exclusionary rule, and
conflict, emotion and legal ethics.
The comments section by
McGeorge students includes such
topics as child pornography laws,
religious organizations and the
unemployment insurance code, the
equality of sentencing between
juveniles
and
adults,
sex
discrimination in setting automobile
insurance rates, the liability of a host
for furnishing alcohol, and relation
ship of the Fifth Amendment to the
admissibility of refusals in drunk

"unity of the sciences." Most intelectuals find the possibility of a
universal dialogue that cuts through
both academic and geographic
provincialism tremendously exciting.
A holistic conference, chaired by
various nobel laureates, is a profound
drawing card.
A statement by Dr. Seymour S.
Kety, chief of the department of
psychiatry at Massachusetts General
Hospital, whose name was listed as
an advisor to the fifth ICUS,
illuminates the motivations of many
participants. Kety agreed to be an
advisor "because of my respect for
John Eccles and others on the Inter
national and American advisory
board whom I know as outstanding
scientists...I was also motivated by
the theme of the next conference:
The Search for Absolute Values."

By Sharon

the main idea behind the CoJ

Pacifican

KdHor-'"

sation Partners Program.

Former ASUOP I

Subscriptions to the journal are
$14 per year and can be secured by
writing to: Pacific Law Journal, 3201
Donner Way, Sacramento, CA
95817.

SPRING VACATION TRAVEL
deadlines are fast approaching. In
order to get super saver discount air
fares, reservations should be made by
the end of February. The final day
for the discount is March 7, but it's
best to reserve seats as far ahead of
time as possible. Contact ASUOP
travel agency, 946-2233 for infor
mation about this and other services.
Office hours are 3-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and 10 - 12 a.m. on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.

All foreign and U.S. si
invited to participate in this proj,
which has been designed to pro
foreign students with the opponujj
to further their conversation
English skills and learn more alt
U.S. culture. U.S. participants,
turn, will have the opportunity
learn a great deal about pet;
from other parts of the world.
Applications are available
Wendell Phillips Center Rooml
and are due by Friday, February!
For further information, com
Jennifer Goldman from 1 - 4p.m.i
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 946-2

Doizaki's

resignation

^ ,his week as Lori I
AguOP Vice-Presi
!"er duties as President
1

K e n n edy

attend

aSLjoP senate meelini
Tuesday where she m
Doizaki

w 0 uld

not

pearance because
emergency."
Doizaki was: :1K
a formal letter o
meeting.
However, D ak
is formal, said Kennei
did not meet a require
lain a minimum ol

or come into the Internationals se mestcr in order it) ke
vices Office.
as president. Kenned;

only received II units
semester.
"I'm really busy,
it," said Kennedy
position.
The Ray

Campus reaction to new football coach Martin Bu
cont. from page one

revenues, thus enabling us to meet the
increased costs brought about by
Title IX requirements."
Title IX of the federal education
code requires all academic in
stitutions to afford equal oppor
tunities for women as .applied to men
in intercollegiate athletics.
But, despite the President's
lengthy repsonse to the Academic
Council, some members are still con
cerned about the University's ad
mission policy.
"Toledo thought it (McCaffrey's
statement) was all a P.R. thing to ap
pease the faculty," said one member,
Roger Barnett.
In an interview with Toledo, he
said, "The President has made some
Some "advisors" were not fully
commitment to me." When asked.to
apprised of Rev. Moon's role in the
describe that commitment, Toledo
conference.
Marshall McLuhan,
replied, "It's fair to him (McCaffrey)
and me that I don't comment now.
a member of the '77 ICUS' advisory
board, recalled that "the Moon name
I'll be happy to comment later."
had not surfaced in the initial in
When asked about the Jan. 27
vitations, so far as I can recall. In the
special admission of a football tran
light of the dubious Rev. Moon's ac
sfer student, Toledo said, "The
tivities, I shall withdraw my endor
President tolc me not to say much ab
sement."
But McLuhan's act is still the ex
ception rather than the rule. Most
participants stress the value of the
conference, and emphasize that in no
way are discussions limited by Rev.
COUNSELING
AND
Moon's theological or political
ASSISTANCE are available through

out it."
Apparently, the Academic
Council still has questions on the
football program, as members met
yesterday with the President to
discuss the matter.
Dean of Admissions E. Leslie

the Rape Crisis Center of San Joa
quin County.
Staffed by women, victims of
rape can receive confidential coun
seling, information, and support
whether or not they report the rape to
law enforcement. Counselors do ac
company those who choose to report
the rape through medical, police, and
court procedures.
The Crisis Line number is 4654997. It operates 24 hours a day. The
Center is located in the Women's
Center of Stockton, 116 W. Willow
St.

Medford said, "Personally,
think the President will do it W
a special admission for a W
player) again in the future.
"He knows the position of
admissions office," he said.
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We arrive in this world alone
We depart alone
This time called life
)
was meant to share
— Walter Rinder
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We are travelers in the wilderness
of this world, and the best that we
find in our travels is an honest friend
Mike, you have touched our hearts in
so many ways.... We will miss you.
Love,
Your friends
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Crisis line
for rape victims

beliefs. His only apparent benefit is
publicity
and
intimacy
with
prominent intellectuals.
The latter, say critics, is the
reason for ICUS. The presence of a
distinguished group of academics, by
inference, lends legitimacy to the
sponsor.
"The decisive reason academics
should not attend," says Kai Nielsen,
a University of Calgary philosopher,
"is very simply that by accepting
such a sponsorship, they lend a
vicarious legitimacy to a mindless,
neanderthal religiosity."
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Cults go beyond religion
to push for political power
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fears," said Moore.
"Generally speaking, cults at-

McGeorge students comment
in Pacific Law Journal
A review of selected legislation
enacted during the 1978 session of the
California Legislature highlights the
winter issue of the Pacific Law Jour
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hers, Mike Pattison, who was killed
cry, he offered an open heart
in a motorcycle accident in January.
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Mike Pattison, a third
stud.ent at UOP, dled^a
motorcycle accident on January 13
He was 21 years old and had
just
begun a co-op job
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What will linger on t" ®
in the minds of those who 3 ,1
loved Mike is the memory.
was a person who a,,aC'||.1
problem of living by ''v'na^as(l
was incredibly friendly and
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stantly exposing people to
side of situations.
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